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Reporting to OMB Can Be Improved by Further Streamlining and Better Focusing on Priorities
Why GAO Did This Study
Federal agencies annually invest over $80 billion on IT. As part of overseeing this spending, OMB directs federal CIOs to report on their management of IT in such areas as capital planning and investment management, security, and strategic planning.

GAO was asked to review the usefulness of such CIO reporting requirements. Its objectives were to (1) identify the current IT reporting requirements that agency CIOs are to address for OMB, (2) evaluate the extent to which OMB and agency CIOs use the required information to manage IT, including CIOs’ views on the utility of the requirements, and (3) assess any OMB efforts to streamline this reporting. To do so, GAO analyzed OMB memorandums and other guidance to develop a list of CIO requirements and surveyed 24 major agency CIOs on how they used the required information to manage IT. Further, it analyzed OMB documentation and interviewed officials to identify plans to streamline reporting.

What GAO Recommends
GAO is recommending that OMB, in collaboration with CIOs, ensure a common understanding of priority IT reforms and their reporting requirements and address proposed reporting improvements and challenges. OMB neither agreed nor disagreed with GAO’s recommendations, citing concerns with, among other things, GAO’s survey methodology, stating it did not fully support the report’s findings and recommendations. GAO believes these concerns are largely unfounded and that its recommendations are still valid.

What GAO Found
The Office of Management and Budget (OMB) directs agency chief information officers (CIO) to respond to 36 information technology (IT) management reporting requirements, largely on a quarterly or annual basis, that address several areas key to effective IT management (see figure).

OMB uses the information reported by CIOs to help it oversee the federal government’s use of IT, including implementation of OMB’s IT reform initiatives such as consolidating data centers and eliminating duplication. A majority of 24 CIOs surveyed that responded reported that 24 of the 36 reporting requirements help only to some to no extent in managing IT and that meeting them took significant effort and cost approximately $150 million to $308 million annually. A number of CIOs further noted that these requirements were not always helpful because, among other things, addressing them did not support agency priorities. Nonetheless, GAO has previously emphasized the importance of OMB’s reforms and their associated reporting requirements to improving federal IT management and producing savings. Thus it is concerning that CIOs do not always see value in reporting information essential to these reforms. Establishing a common understanding between OMB and CIOs on the priority of these initiatives and their related reporting requirements will help ensure their success.

OMB has taken steps to streamline CIO reporting requirements, such as changing reporting formats from narratives to performance data. Nonetheless, OMB’s efforts do not address challenges identified by CIOs, such as tracking all current requirements and having to use multiple online tools to report information. This is partly because OMB has not solicited feedback in these areas, due to its focus on streamlining reporting in other areas. By not addressing these challenges, OMB is missing opportunities to help CIOs improve the requirements reporting process and its use of information collected to effectively manage and oversee federal IT.
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The federal government annually invests more than $80 billion on information technology (IT). As part of budgeting for and overseeing this spending, the Office of Management and Budget (OMB) directs federal agency chief information officers (CIO) to report on their management of IT in such areas as capital planning and investment management, security, and strategic planning. The goal of these reports is to, among other things, optimize investment of IT funds and address long-standing federal agency IT management problems.

You asked that we review the usefulness of such CIO reporting requirements. Our objectives were to (1) identify the current IT reporting requirements that agency CIOs are to address for OMB; (2) evaluate the extent to which OMB and agency CIOs use the required information to manage IT, including CIOs’ views on the utility of the requirements; and (3) assess any OMB efforts to streamline this reporting.

To address these objectives, we obtained and analyzed OMB memorandums and other guidance to develop a list of CIO requirements that were regular, repeating, or one-time requests. Since there could be several requirements for information in multiple OMB memorandums for one initiative, we grouped the requirements to report information together by initiative and the frequency of reporting rather than list each as its own separate requirement. In doing this, we had all agencies in our review.
We conducted this performance audit from December 2013 to April 2015 in accordance with generally accepted government auditing standards. Those standards require that we plan and perform the audit to obtain sufficient, appropriate evidence to provide a reasonable basis for our findings and conclusions based on our audit objectives. We believe that the evidence obtained provides a reasonable basis for our findings and conclusions based on our audit objectives. Details on our objectives, scope, and methodology are in appendix I.

Background

Over the years, Congress has enacted various laws in an attempt to improve the government’s management of its IT resources. In doing so, it

---

1The 24 agencies are the Departments of Agriculture, Commerce, Defense, Education, Energy, Health and Human Services, Homeland Security, Housing and Urban Development, the Interior, Justice, Labor, State, Transportation, the Treasury, and Veterans Affairs; the Environmental Protection Agency, General Services Administration, National Aeronautics and Space Administration, National Science Foundation, Office of Personnel Management, Small Business Administration, Social Security Administration, U.S. Agency for International Development, and the U.S. Nuclear Regulatory Commission.

2The Federal CIO Council is the principal interagency forum to improve agency practices in such matters as the design, modernization, use, sharing, and performance of agency information resources.
has provided OMB with broad IT management and oversight responsibilities and given agencies a wide range of IT-related responsibilities.\(^3\) With regard to CIO responsibilities relative to IT management, we have previously identified major areas that are either statutory requirements or are critical to effective IT management.\(^4\) These areas include:

- **IT strategic planning**: Plans for, among other things, using IT to help agencies improve the productivity, efficiency, and effectiveness of their business processes with the overall goal of achieving and supporting agency missions.
- **Capital planning and investment management**: The process of selecting, controlling, and evaluating IT investments to produce business value, reduce investment-related risks, and increase accountability and transparency in the investment decision-making process.
- **IT security**: Establishment of a risk-based program that ensures agency-wide compliance with requirements to protect information and systems, including implementing requisite controls that prevent, limit, or detect access to computer networks, systems, or information.
- **Systems acquisitions, development, and integration**: Obtain the skilled staff, disciplined processes, and tools necessary to develop and acquire IT system capabilities on time and within budget, including ensuring such capabilities interoperate as intended with existing (legacy) systems.
- **E-government initiatives**: A wide range of activities across the federal government involving the use of the Internet and other emerging technologies to improve public access to government information and services.

---


\(^4\)GAO, *Federal Chief Information Officers: Responsibilities, Reporting Relationships, Tenure, and Challenges*, GAO-04-823 (Washington, D.C.: July 21, 2004). In this report, we identified a total of 13 major areas of responsibility, including 7 in IT management and 6 in information management.
To carry out their responsibilities, OMB (including its Office of E-Government and Information Technology, headed by the Federal CIO) issues directives to the agencies such as circulars, memorandums, and reporting instructions; these directives contain requirements for agency CIOs to, among other things, report on their IT activities. For example, OMB Circular A-11 requires agencies to provide information related to their IT investments, including agency exhibit 53s and capital asset plans and business cases (called exhibit 300s). In addition, in December 2011, OMB issued a memorandum that outlines the Federal Risk and Authorization Management Program guidance for agency adoption and use of cloud services.

For each reporting requirement, OMB typically identifies how agencies are to transmit the information. In particular, OMB operates and utilizes the following web-based systems that the agencies are to use to transmit their information:

- **CyberScope**: Standardizes manual and automated data inputs for reporting on Federal Information Security Management Act compliance and agency privacy programs.
- **Integrated Data Collection**: Allows reporting of structured information, including agency progress in meeting IT strategic goals, objectives and metrics, as well as cost savings and avoidances resulting from IT management actions. These data include information previously reported by agencies as well as data which agencies shall report on every 3 months. Updates are to be made on the last day of February, May, August, and November of subsequent fiscal years.

---


6As noted above, the 2002 Federal Information Security Management Act has been largely superseded by the 2014 Federal Information Security Modernization Act. While the 2014 law generally continues the same agency information security requirements, it included some changes to agency reporting requirements. These changes will likely be reflected in future OMB and Department of Homeland Security guidance, but were not reflected in the reporting requirements that were the subject of this review. Additionally, although OMB has incorporated agency reporting on privacy-related issues into annual Federal Information Security Management Act reporting, we have not included privacy since it was considered outside the scope of our work. See app. I for more details.
• **MAX Portal**: Utilized by federal agencies to enter data and upload documentation related to a variety of reporting activities, including data required for the President’s Budget and Mid-Session review, and federal IT investment information.

• **Federal IT Dashboard**: Allows federal agencies to upload cost, schedule, and performance data on agency major IT investments.\(^7\)

In addition to the reporting system mechanisms listed above, OMB occasionally requires agencies to provide information by e-mail (usually for ad hoc requests) or directs agencies to post information on their websites. For example, with regard to an OMB reporting requirement on open data policies, OMB directs the agencies to post this information on their websites.

To help CIOs prioritize their various roles and responsibilities, OMB has directed CIOs to focus their efforts on the following\(^8\):

• **Governance**. CIOs should have responsibility over the entire IT portfolio for the agency, including driving the investment review process for IT investments, working with CFOs and Chief Acquisition Officers to ensure IT portfolio analysis is part of the yearly budget process, and leading TechStat sessions.\(^9\)

• **Commodity IT**. CIOs should focus on eliminating duplication in commodity IT services (e.g., data centers, e-mail, and web infrastructure) and rationalize their agency’s IT investments, including using shared services as a provider instead of standing up separate services.

---

\(^7\)The IT Dashboard is a public website that is to provide transparency and oversight of agencies’ IT investments by displaying federal agencies’ cost, schedule, and performance data for over 700 major federal IT investments at 27 federal agencies, accounting for $38.7 billion of those agencies’ planned $82 billion budget for fiscal year 2014. OMB defines a major IT investment as one needing special management attention due to, among other things, its importance to carrying out an agency’s mission or high development, operating, or maintenance costs (e.g., more than $500,000).


\(^9\)In January 2010, OMB began conducting TechStats, which are face-to-face, evidence-based reviews of an at-risk IT investment. Subsequently, as part of the Federal CIO’s 25-point IT Reform Plan, OMB empowered agency CIOs to hold their own TechStat sessions within their respective agencies and required agencies to hold at least one TechStat session by March 2011, and one bureau-led TechStat review by June 2012. In August 2011, OMB M-11-29 required agency CIOs to continue holding TechStat sessions.
• **Program management.** CIOs should improve the overall management of federal IT projects by identifying, recruiting, and hiring top IT program management talent and be accountable for the performance of agency IT program managers.

• **Information security.** CIOs should have the authority and primary responsibility for implementing an agency-wide information security program, including having continuous monitoring and standardized risk assessment processes.

In addition, OMB has implemented a series of initiatives—commonly referred to by the agency as IT reforms—to, among other things, improve the oversight of underperforming investments, more effectively manage IT, and address duplicative investments. The initiatives include the following:

• **TechStat reviews.** In January 2010, the Federal CIO began leading TechStat sessions—face-to-face meetings to terminate or turn around IT investments that are failing or are not producing results. These meetings involve OMB and agency leadership and are intended to increase accountability and transparency and improve performance. Subsequently, OMB empowered agency CIOs to hold their own TechStat sessions within their respective agencies. OMB has reported that these efforts to improve management and oversight of IT investments have resulted in almost $4 billion in savings.

• **Federal Data Center Consolidation Initiative.** Concerned about the growing number of federal data centers, the Federal CIO (in February 2010) established the Federal Data Center Consolidation Initiative. The initiative’s four high-level goals were to promote the use of “green IT”10 by reducing the overall energy and real estate needs of government data centers; reduce the cost of data center hardware, software, and operations; increase the overall IT security posture of the government; and shift IT investments to more efficient computing platforms and technologies. OMB estimates that the initiative has the potential to provide about $3 billion in savings by the end of 2015.

• **PortfolioStat.** In order to eliminate duplication, move to shared services, and improve portfolio management processes, OMB (in

---

10“Green IT” refers to environmentally sound computing practices that can include a variety of efforts, such as using energy-efficient data centers, purchasing computers that meet certain environmental standards, and recycling obsolete electronics.
March 2012) launched its PortfolioStat initiative. It required agencies to conduct annual agency-wide IT portfolio reviews to, among other things, reduce commodity IT spending and demonstrate how IT investments align with agency mission and business functions. PortfolioStat is designed to assist agencies in (1) assessing the current maturity of their IT investment management process, (2) making decisions on eliminating duplicative investments, and (3) moving to shared solutions in order to maximize the return on IT investments across the portfolio. OMB estimates that the PortfolioStat effort has the potential to save $2.5 billion from fiscal year 2013 through fiscal year 2015 by, for example, consolidating duplicative systems.

Given the importance of these initiatives, OMB has established reporting requirements to, among other things, track the status of agencies' implementation of these efforts. In addition, Congress recently incorporated key aspects of a number of these reforms into law.

Our extensive experience at federal agencies and in particular, our recent reports on TechStat, data center consolidation, and PortfolioStat,

---

11According to OMB, commodity IT includes services, such as enterprise IT systems (e-mail; identity and access management; IT security; web hosting, infrastructure, and content; and collaboration tools); IT infrastructure (desktop systems, mainframes and servers, mobile devices, and telecommunications); and business systems (financial management, grants-related federal financial assistance, grants-related transfer to state and local governments, and human resources management systems).


13We subsequently reviewed this estimate and determined that it was underestimated because it, among other things, did not include estimates from the Departments of Defense and Justice. For the results of this review, see GAO, Information Technology: Additional OMB and Agency Actions Are Needed to Achieve Portfolio Savings, GAO-14-65 (Washington, D.C.: Nov. 6, 2013). We also discuss these results later in this report.


have shown that these reforms and the required information agencies are to report on to OMB as part of these efforts offer important opportunities to improve the efficiency and effectiveness of federal agency programs and operations, including producing financial savings. The reports also included recommendations to OMB to improve agency reporting on key initiatives; the recommendations highlighted the importance of OMB’s reporting requirements and the need for federal agencies to provide current and accurate information about the status of these initiatives. They also highlighted that the requirements are a critical component to ensuring OMB’s effective management and oversight of the initiatives.

Together, the responsibilities discussed above require CIOs to be key leaders in managing IT in a coordinated fashion in order to improve the efficiency and effectiveness of programs and operations.

**OMB Has Periodically Changed CIO Requirements to Address Changes in Federal IT Management**

Over the last several years, OMB has made changes to CIO reporting requirements to address, among other things, changes in federal IT management. Such changes included modifying how requirements are reported, updating what information is requested as part of existing requirements, and establishing new requirements. For example, in March 2013, OMB issued a memorandum which, among other things, established the Integrated Data Collection, which was a new way for agencies to submit information relating to IT reform initiatives such as PortfolioStat and data center consolidation.

Further, in July 2013, OMB requested in its fiscal year 2015 budgetary exhibits 53 and 300 guidance that agencies provide additional documentation on investments. For example, OMB requested that agencies provide any operational analyses performed on existing (legacy) investments in operations and maintenance. It also requested

---

17 GAO-14-65.


20 Operational analyses are a key performance evaluation and oversight mechanism required by OMB to ensure investments in operations and maintenance are continuing to meet agency needs. Per OMB guidance, agencies are to annually perform these analyses on their investments that are in operations and maintenance.
agencies provide information on investments that are to be reduced or eliminated as the result of new investments.

Moreover, in May 2014, OMB issued updated instructions for the Integrated Data Collection, aimed at improving the quality of data, which changed the format and information reported for several requirements, as well as adding a new reporting requirement on progress in using standard customer value methodologies to evaluate agencies’ highest impact IT services.\(^{21}\)

During the past several years, we have reported on a variety of issues related to CIOs’ roles and responsibilities and OMB’s management and reporting of information obtained through federal agency reporting requirements.\(^{22}\) For example, in September 2011, we reported on the roles and responsibilities of agency CIOs.\(^{23}\) Specifically, we found that although most CIOs are responsible for major areas of IT (e.g., capital planning, IT strategic planning, and e-government initiatives), they are less frequently responsible for other information management areas (e.g., records management and privacy) that, despite being required by law, are considered not critical to effective IT management. We recommended that OMB update its guidance to establish measures of accountability for ensuring that CIOs’ responsibilities are fully implemented and require agencies to establish internal processes for documenting lessons learned. OMB agreed with our recommendations and stated that it had taken actions that it believed addressed the recommendations; we are currently in the process of validating whether these actions fully address our recommendations.


\(^{23}\)GAO-11-634.
In addition, in November 2013, we found that of the 26 major federal agencies that were required to participate in the PortfolioStat initiative—an annual agency-wide portfolio review—only 1 agency addressed all of the key requirements. We also determined that OMB’s estimate of $2.5 billion in savings from PortfolioStat was understated because it, among other things, did not include estimates from the Departments of Defense and Justice. Our analysis, which included these estimates, showed that agencies were reporting at least $5.8 billion in potential savings. Further, not all agencies provided sufficient support for their estimated potential savings on consolidation initiatives. We recommended that OMB and the agencies improve their PortfolioStat implementation, and the parties agreed in large part with our recommendations; we are currently following up to assess their progress in doing so.

Further, in December 2013, we reported that although the accuracy of ratings on the Federal IT Dashboard had improved, they were inconsistent among the agencies we reviewed. In addition, we found that the public version of the Dashboard was not updated for 15 of the past 24 months, and so was not available as a tool for investment oversight and decision making. We recommended that OMB make Dashboard information available independent of the budget process and agencies appropriately categorize IT investments and address identified weaknesses. OMB neither agreed nor disagreed with our recommendations. Nonetheless, we have ongoing work to assess the extent to which OMB and agencies have implemented the recommendations.

More recently, in September 2014, we reported on federal agencies’ progress in reducing duplication and overlap in their IT data centers (defined as data storage facilities). We had previously reported on weaknesses in agencies’ efforts and OMB’s oversight. In our most recent report, we determined that while agencies’ reported cost savings and avoidances through fiscal year 2015 totals approximately $3.3 billion—or about $300 million higher than OMB’s original $3 billion goal—planned savings may be higher. Specifically, six agencies reported little or no cost savings.

24GAO-14-65.
25GAO-14-64.
26GAO-14-713.
OMB directs agency CIOs to respond to 36 IT management reporting requirements. These 36 requirements—which we organized by key IT management areas such as IT strategic planning, IT security, and related initiatives—are shown in table 1 along with

- a description of each requirement;
- how often (i.e., the frequency) required information is to be reported (e.g., monthly, quarterly, annually); and
- how agencies are to report required information (the reporting mechanism). OMB specifies for each requirement, the reporting mechanism to be used, which range from posting information on an agency’s website or OMB’s IT Dashboard to transmitting it to OMB via the MAX Portal or the Integrated Data Collection system.

Additional details about these requirements, including when each requirement and its associated OMB guidance was initiated, are provided in appendix II.

---

27 Since there could be several requirements for information in multiple OMB memorandums for one initiative, we grouped the requirements to report information together by initiative and the frequency of reporting rather than list each as its own separate requirement, which affected the total number of requirements identified.

28 These initiatives include various OMB-led federal IT efforts aimed at, among other things, making certain agency data publicly available, and e-government. We categorized these as related initiatives, because while they are important to IT management, they did not fit in the other key areas.
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Key area</th>
<th>Requirement and description</th>
<th>Frequency</th>
<th>Reporting mechanism</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>IT strategic planning</td>
<td>1. <strong>Information Resources Management strategic plan.</strong> Submit an updated Information Resources Management strategic plan that describes how the agency is applying information resources to improve the productivity, efficiency, and effectiveness of government programs.</td>
<td>As needed</td>
<td>Agency website</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>2. <strong>Enterprise roadmap.</strong> Submit an updated Enterprise Roadmap that aligns with the Information Resources Management strategic plan and documents an agency’s current and future views of its business and technology environment from an architecture perspective.</td>
<td>Annually</td>
<td>Agency website</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Capital planning and investment management</td>
<td>3. <strong>Exhibit 53.</strong> Submit exhibit 53s for all major and non-major IT investments, which represent the agency’s complete IT portfolio and include investment costs and performance benefits for each investment. These also include other IT investment-related information, such as the amount agencies are spending on cloud computing.</td>
<td>Annually, and multiple times as required&lt;sup&gt;a&lt;/sup&gt;</td>
<td>IT Dashboard</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>4. <strong>Exhibit 300.</strong> Submit an exhibit 300 for each major IT investments, which is a business case that provides investment information, including general information and planning for resources such as staffing and personnel, and provides more information, such as projects and activities.</td>
<td>Monthly, annually, and multiple times as required&lt;sup&gt;a&lt;/sup&gt;</td>
<td>IT Dashboard</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>5. <strong>Major IT investment documentation.</strong> Submit investment documents, artifacts, and associated metadata for all major IT investments, including a risk management plan, investment-level alternative analysis, and operational analyses.</td>
<td>Annually and as needed</td>
<td>Data Point&lt;sup&gt;b&lt;/sup&gt;</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>6. <strong>IT capital plan.</strong> Submit an IT capital plan, which is the agency’s implementation plan for the budget year.&lt;sup&gt;a&lt;/sup&gt;</td>
<td>Monthly, annually, and multiple times as required&lt;sup&gt;a&lt;/sup&gt;</td>
<td>IT Dashboard</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>7. <strong>PortfolioStat progress report.</strong> Report on the progress of action items identified during past PortfolioStat sessions with OMB.</td>
<td>Quarterly</td>
<td>Meeting with OMB officials</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>8. <strong>PortfolioStat review.</strong> Report on the agency’s successes, challenges, and lessons learned throughout the PortfolioStat process.</td>
<td>One-time&lt;sup&gt;d&lt;/sup&gt;</td>
<td>E-mail</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>9. Compliance failures: Report to OMB instances of alleged failure to comply with the requirements in OMB’s policy on the management of federal information resources (i.e., Circular A-130), which includes capital planning and investment control, and the resolution of these failures.</td>
<td>Annually</td>
<td>Meeting with OMB officials</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>IT security</td>
<td>10. <strong>IT security key metrics.</strong> Report on compliance with requirements to report certain security breaches to the United States Computer Emergency Readiness Team within 1 hour, as well as on progress in meeting OMB’s 2012 and 2014 Internet protocol version 6 milestones.</td>
<td>Quarterly</td>
<td>Integrated Data Collection</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Key area</td>
<td>Requirement and description</td>
<td>Frequency</td>
<td>Reporting mechanism</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>----------</td>
<td>----------------------------</td>
<td>-----------</td>
<td>---------------------</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>11.</td>
<td><strong>Cybersecurity performance improvements.</strong> Report on efforts to improve cybersecurity performance by focusing on what data and information are entering and exiting networks, what components are on information networks and when security status changes, and who is on the systems.</td>
<td>Monthly and quarterly</td>
<td>CyberScope</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>12.</td>
<td><strong>Federal Risk and Authorization Management Program key metrics.</strong> Submit a listing of all cloud services that an agency determines cannot meet the Federal Risk and Authorization Management Program security authorization requirements, with appropriate rationale and proposed resolutions.</td>
<td>Quarterly and annually</td>
<td>Integrated Data Collection</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>13.</td>
<td><strong>Government-wide tracking of resources for cyber activities.</strong> Submit resource data on federal cybersecurity activities for fiscal years 2012 through 2015 and updated information in subsequent fiscal years, including federal and contractor full-time equivalent data.</td>
<td>Quarterly and annually</td>
<td>MAX Portal</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>14.</td>
<td><strong>Information security continuous monitoring dashboard.</strong> Submit security-related information continuously via automated data feeds in accordance with requirements provided by the Department of Homeland Security, in coordination with OMB.</td>
<td>Continuous</td>
<td>Information Security Continuous Monitoring Dashboard</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>15.</td>
<td><strong>Monthly IT security data feeds.</strong> Submit data from automated security management tools.</td>
<td>Monthly</td>
<td>CyberScope</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>16.</td>
<td><strong>IT security quarterly reporting.</strong> Submit responses to IT security posture questions, which address areas of risk and are designed to assess the implementation of security capabilities and measure their effectiveness.</td>
<td>Quarterly (1st, 2nd and 3rd only)</td>
<td>CyberScope</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>17.</td>
<td><strong>Annual Federal Information Security Management Act report.</strong> Provide a report on the adequacy and effectiveness of information security policies, procedures, and practices, and compliance with the act.</td>
<td>Annually</td>
<td>CyberScope</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>18.</td>
<td><strong>Cybersecurity plan of action.</strong> Submit quarterly and fiscal year targets for improving specific cybersecurity capabilities, based on recommendations from the Department of Homeland Security, and demonstrate progress toward those targets as programs mature.</td>
<td>Quarterly and annually</td>
<td>E-mail</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>19.</td>
<td><strong>Personal Identity Verification credentials report (HSPD 12):</strong> Provide a report on the number of personal identity verification credentials issued to, among others, employees, and contractors.</td>
<td>Quarterly</td>
<td>Agency website</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>20.</td>
<td><strong>Trusted Internet Connections initiative.</strong> Provide updates to the Department of Homeland Security on the agency’s trust internet connections plans of action and milestones until they are completed.</td>
<td>Semi-annually</td>
<td>CyberScope</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>22.</td>
<td><strong>IT investment baseline updates.</strong> Notify OMB of cost and schedule baseline updates for major IT investments.</td>
<td>As needed</td>
<td>IT Dashboard</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Key area</td>
<td>Requirement and description</td>
<td>Frequency</td>
<td>Reporting mechanism</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>----------</td>
<td>-----------------------------</td>
<td>-----------</td>
<td>---------------------</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>23. IT investment performance updates.</td>
<td>Provide updated cost and schedule data for major investments on a monthly basis; performance measurement data when actual data have been measured (annually, at a minimum); and CIO assessments and contract data when significant changes occur.</td>
<td>Monthly, annually, and as needed</td>
<td>IT Dashboard</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>24. Agency TechStat outcomes.</td>
<td>Report the results of TechStat sessions—an agency-led process to terminate or turn around IT investments that are failing or are not producing results.</td>
<td>Quarterly</td>
<td>Integrated Data Collection</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>25. Cloud First.</td>
<td>Report on the implementation of the Cloud First policy, including the adoption of infrastructure-as-a-service, platform-as-a-service, and software-as-a-service solutions.</td>
<td>Monthly, annually, and multiple times as required</td>
<td>IT Dashboard</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>26. Commodity IT baseline update.</td>
<td>Report on the efficiency of IT acquisitions efforts, including the number and types of planned commodity acquisitions, the extent to which an agency leverages enterprise-wide license agreements, and any duplication which may exist across agency IT acquisition efforts.</td>
<td>Quarterly</td>
<td>Integrated Data Collection</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>27. Mobile contracts inventory update.</td>
<td>Report on mobile and wireless service contract inventory by providing current prices for differentiated levels of voice, text, and data services contrasted to the number of devices for each major mobile operating system.</td>
<td>Quarterly</td>
<td>Integrated Data Collection</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Related initiatives</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>28. Cost savings/avoidances.</td>
<td>Report actual and planned cost savings and/or avoidances achieved or expected through the implementation of IT investments and related IT reform initiatives (e.g., data center consolidation, migration to shared services and cloud solutions) supported by Information Resources Management strategic plans and Enterprise Roadmaps.</td>
<td>Quarterly</td>
<td>Integrated Data Collection</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>29. Data center closures/status update.</td>
<td>Provide information on the agency’s data centers, including the number of core and non-core data centers, agency progress on closures, and the extent to which agency data centers are optimized for total cost of ownership.</td>
<td>Annually</td>
<td>Federal Data Center Consolidation Initiative program management office portal</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>31. Open Government directive.</td>
<td>Publish an Open Government plan that describes how the agency will improve transparency and integrate public participation and collaboration into its activities.</td>
<td>Biennial</td>
<td>Agency website</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>32. Open data policy enterprise inventory.</td>
<td>Submit an enterprise-wide data inventory, and an inventory schedule that describes, among other things, how the agency will ensure that all data assets have been identified and accounted for in the inventory and how the agency plans to expand, enrich, and open its inventory.</td>
<td>Quarterly, as needed</td>
<td>Agency website</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>33. Open data policy public data listing.</td>
<td>Publish a list of agency data assets that are or could be made available to the public.</td>
<td>Quarterly</td>
<td>Agency website</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Key area</td>
<td>Requirement and description</td>
<td>Frequency</td>
<td>Reporting mechanism</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>----------</td>
<td>----------------------------</td>
<td>-----------</td>
<td>---------------------</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>34.</td>
<td><strong>Open data policy customer feedback process.</strong> Create and report a process for the agency to engage with customers through the agency.gov/data pages and other appropriate channels.</td>
<td>Quarterly</td>
<td>Agency website</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>35.</td>
<td><strong>Open data policy data publication process.</strong> Publish an overview of the agency’s data publication process, including the actual process by which data are determined to have a valid restriction to release and examples of what kinds of characteristics a data asset has that leads to a determination to not release.</td>
<td>Quarterly</td>
<td>Agency website</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>36.</td>
<td><strong>Agency points of contact.</strong> Provide agency points of contact for various responsibilities, such as for PortfolioStat and Capital Planning.</td>
<td>Quarterly</td>
<td>Integrated Data Collection</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Source: GAO analysis. | GAO-15-106

- Each year OMB establishes a schedule for agencies to provide various iterations of these documents as it develops the federal budget.
- Data Point is an OMB web portal, similar to MAX Portal, that is used by agencies to submit documents.
- The IT capital plan is submitted by agencies as a part of their exhibit 53 submissions.
- OMB required agencies to submit this report 2 weeks after the transmittal of the fiscal year 2015 budget to Congress (the budget was submitted on March 4, 2014). We included this one-time reporting requirement because it existed as of March 2014, which was within our period of work.
- The improve cybersecurity performance information is provided by agencies as a part of other IT security requirements submitted via CyberScope, such as the IT security metrics requirement.
- The Information Security Continuous Monitoring Dashboard is to be established by the Department of Homeland Security to provide agencies with a mechanism to report IT security-related information, including the management of software, hardware, configuration settings, and common vulnerabilities. The purpose of the dashboard is to help the department manage the highest priority and most serious risks to federal agencies.
- Although OMB has incorporated agency reporting on privacy-related issues into annual Federal Information Security Management Act reporting, we have not included privacy since it was considered outside the scope of our work. See app. I for more details.
- The Cloud First information is submitted by agencies as part of their exhibit 53s.
- The Federal Data Center Consolidation Initiative program management office portal is a web portal established by the General Services Administration to be used by agencies to submit information related to data center consolidation efforts.

As shown in figure 1, of the 36 requirements, the largest number are in IT security (12), and the fewest are in IT strategic planning (2).
In terms of reporting frequency, agency CIOs are largely required by OMB to report on the 36 requirements on a quarterly or annual basis. Specifically, 29 of the 36 requirements are required to be reported quarterly and/or annually. Further, several requirements are required to be reported at multiple periods. For example, the cybersecurity plan of action is required to be reported both quarterly and annually. In addition, agencies are required to submit major IT investment documentation annually and as needed (e.g., when significant changes occur to an investment).

The other seven are to be reported as follows:

- one biennially,
- one semi-annually,
- one monthly,
- one one-time,
- one continuously, and
- two as-needed.

According to officials from OMB’s Office of E-Government and Information Technology, OMB established the particular reporting periods to ensure it gets the information that it needs at the proper time to achieve its mission to, among other things, develop the President’s budget, make
informed policy decisions, provide oversight, and meet statutory requirements. For example, OMB requires agencies to report quarterly on cost savings and avoidances, which assists OMB in publishing its quarterly report to Congress on progress with IT oversight and reform.\textsuperscript{29} Further, OMB requests that agencies report annually on the implementation status of their e-government initiatives, which assists OMB in developing its annual report to Congress on federal e-government.\textsuperscript{30} OMB also requests certain requirements to be reported at multiple periods. For example, agencies are required to report multiple iterations of their exhibits 53s and 300s in accordance with a schedule developed by OMB, which assists OMB in developing the President’s budget.

OMB has the agencies report these requirements via four primary mechanisms—namely, the federal IT Dashboard, the Department of Homeland Security’s CyberScope portal, OMB’s Integrated Data Collection system, and agency websites. More specifically, of the 36 requirements, agencies use

- the federal IT dashboard for 6 requirements,
- CyberScope for 5 requirements,
- the Integrated Data Collection system for 7 requirements, and
- agency websites for 9 requirements.

Agencies also report eight requirements using other mechanisms, including

- one via Data Point,
- one via a Department of Homeland Security information security continuous monitoring dashboard,
- one via the Federal Data Center Consolidation Initiative program management office portal,
- two via meetings with OMB officials,
- three via MAX Portal, and


In terms of OMB’s IT reform initiatives, there are a number of the 36 requirements related to managing and overseeing OMB’s efforts in these areas. Key examples include the requirements on:

- Agency TechStat outcomes,
- Data center closures/status update,
- PortfolioStat progress report,
- PortfolioStat progress review, and
- Commodity IT baseline updates.

OMB uses the information reported by CIOs with the goal of improving the management, oversight, and transparency of the federal government’s IT, but CIOs reported that addressing the majority of the reporting requirements was not useful for managing IT. Specifically, the majority of the 24 agency CIOs surveyed that responded reported that 4 of the 36 reporting requirements helped to a very great or great extent in managing IT and 8 requirements helped to a moderate extent. The remaining 24 reporting requirements only help agency CIOs some to no extent. The CIOs also reported that meeting the reporting requirements took a significant level of effort to implement, including spending totaling approximately $150 million to $308 million each year. According to comments from a number of CIOs, they did not always find these requirements helpful because addressing them did not always clearly support departmental priorities and they were burdensome due in part to the reporting format, frequency, and duplicative nature of certain elements. Additionally, to improve the effectiveness of requirement reporting, at least 8 CIOs proposed changing 13 reporting requirements (e.g., changing the frequency of reporting or eliminating requirements) and improving OMB’s feedback to agencies on requirements.

Nonetheless, our recent reports provide evidence that requirements associated with OMB’s IT reforms—specifically, TechStat, data center

---

31 One requirement, report significant IT security deficiencies, is reported via both MAX Portal and agency websites.

32 For the purposes of this report, when we refer to CIO responses, they include those responses provided directly by CIOs and those provided by agency officials on behalf of CIOs.

33 See, for example, GAO-13-524, GAO-14-713, and GAO-14-65.
consolidation, and PortfolioStat—still have important value. Accordingly, it is concerning that CIOs do not always see value in these reporting requirements. Consequently, effectively addressing proposed changes and aligning CIOs’ priorities to OMB’s (i.e., establishing a common understanding of what the priorities are) is important to, among other things, the success of OMB’s reforms and its goal of improving federal IT. Until this is done, there is a risk that the IT reforms will not succeed.

| OMB Utilizes Reported Information to Meet Its Responsibilities | According to officials from OMB’s Office of E-Government and Information Technology, OMB utilizes all the information reported by agency CIOs to carry out, among other things, its budget development, policy formulation, and oversight roles and responsibilities. Specifically, it uses the information to undertake the following activities:

- **Development and execution of the President’s budget.** Each year, OMB and federal agencies work together to determine how much the government plans to spend on IT projects and how these funds are to be allocated. OMB coordinates with federal agencies to obtain agency budget requests, and other information through the exhibit 53, exhibit 300, and annual FISMA reporting. OMB uses this information to analyze the requests, and prepare budget materials for the President’s review. These budget materials also include an analytical assessment that, among other things, provides details on the federal IT budget and the administration’s key federal IT initiatives.

- **Formulation of policies and guidance for the management of federal agency IT.** OMB issues policy guidance and memorandums related to various aspects of IT management in order to improve the management, oversight, and transparency of the federal government’s IT. As part of these activities, OMB uses the information reported by agencies to inform policy decisions. For instance, OMB uses the reported information from the Federal Risk and Authorization

---

34 The President’s budget is the Administration’s proposed plan for, among other things, setting levels of spending, managing funds, and financing the spending of the federal government. It is not only the President’s principal policy statement but is also the starting point for congressional budgetary actions.

Management Program to evaluate agency progress in implementing cloud services, which is an OMB policy priority.

- **Oversight of federal agency IT.** OMB’s Office of E-Government and Information Technology is also responsible for oversight of federal information technology spending, and more than $80 billion is annually invested in federal IT. OMB provides oversight through several mechanisms including the Federal IT Dashboard, PortfolioStat reviews, and TechStat sessions. For instance, OMB requires agencies to report information on their IT portfolio, including commodity IT baselines, and information related to the Federal Information Security Management Act, as well as develop an Information Resources Management Strategic Plan and Enterprise Roadmap. OMB’s goal is to use the information it collects from agencies to monitor federal IT spending and help ensure programs and operations are efficient and effective.

- **Meeting statutory requirements.** Under federal law, OMB’s Office of E-Government and Information Technology is required to report to Congress on certain IT management areas. In particular, the office is required to submit a report on the implementation of the E-Government Act of 2002, which summarizes information reported by agencies as required under the act. In addition, during the period of our review, OMB was also required to submit a report on the implementation of the Federal Information Security Management Act of 2002 by federal agencies. In order to prepare these reports, OMB requires agencies to submit information on their implementation efforts as required under the acts, which OMB then summarizes for Congress.


37 The OMB report was required by the Federal Information Security Management Act of 2002, at 44 U.S.C. § 3543(a)(8). As previously noted, in December 2014, as our review was finishing, the 2002 act was largely superseded by the Federal Information Security Modernization Act, which contains a similar OMB reporting requirement at 44 U.S.C. § 3553(c).
The 24 agency CIOs we surveyed reported that addressing certain reporting requirements assisted their agency in managing IT, while addressing other reporting requirements were not as useful. Specifically, a majority of 24 CIOs surveyed that responded reported that addressing 4 reporting requirements helped their agency to manage IT to a very great extent or great extent and 8 helped the agency to manage their IT to a moderate extent. They also reported that addressing the 24 remaining reporting requirements helped agencies only to some to no extent in managing IT.

Table 2 lists the 36 reporting requirements by the extent of assistance in managing IT as reported by agency CIOs. Specifically, it shows how the majority of CIOs (including the number) rated each requirement against our categories of usefulness—either very great to great, moderate, or some to no extent.

Table 2: Extent to Which Addressing the 36 Reporting Requirements Is Useful to Managing IT

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Usefulness</th>
<th>Requirement</th>
<th>Number Reporting</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Very great to great extent</td>
<td>Information Resources Management strategic plan</td>
<td>14</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Enterprise roadmap</td>
<td>12</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Exhibit 53</td>
<td>12</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>IT investment performance updates</td>
<td>10</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Moderate extent</td>
<td>Exhibit 300</td>
<td>8*</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Report significant IT security deficiencies</td>
<td>5*</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>IT security key metrics</td>
<td>10</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Monthly IT security data feeds</td>
<td>9</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>IT security quarterly reporting</td>
<td>10</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Annual Federal Information Security Management Act report</td>
<td>10</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Information security continuous monitoring dashboard</td>
<td>7*</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>IT investment baseline updates</td>
<td>8*</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Some to no extent</td>
<td>Major IT investment documentation</td>
<td>10</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>IT capital plan</td>
<td>13</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Compliance failures</td>
<td>14</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>PortfolioStat progress report</td>
<td>13</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>PortfolioStat review</td>
<td>13</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Cybersecurity performance improvements</td>
<td>11</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Usefulness</td>
<td>Requirement</td>
<td>Number Reporting</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>------------</td>
<td>------------------------------------------------------------------------------</td>
<td>------------------</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Federal Risk and Authorization Management Program key metrics</td>
<td>13</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Government-wide tracking of resources for cyber activities</td>
<td>15</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Cybersecurity plan of action</td>
<td>10</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Cost savings/avoidances</td>
<td>11</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Agency TechStat outcomes</td>
<td>9</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>E-Government status report</td>
<td>14</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Personal Identity Verification credentials report (Homeland Security Presidential Directive 12)</td>
<td>14</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Trusted Internet Connections initiative</td>
<td>9</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Open Government directive</td>
<td>13</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Commodity IT baseline updates</td>
<td>10</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Mobile contracts inventory update</td>
<td>11</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Data center closures/status update</td>
<td>9</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Cloud First</td>
<td>12</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Agency points of contact</td>
<td>19</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Open data policy enterprise inventory</td>
<td>11</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Open data policy public data listing</td>
<td>12</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Open data policy customer feedback process</td>
<td>18</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Open data policy data publication process</td>
<td>17</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Source: GAO survey of 24 Chief Financial Officer Act agency chief information officers. | GAO-15-106

Note: The number of agency chief information officers that responded to our question on the extent to which a requirement assisted the agency in managing IT was less than 24 for 33 requirements.

*For the exhibit 300, there were eight respondents for each level of usefulness. Therefore, the moderate category was selected as the best representation of overall views.

+For reporting significant deficiencies, there were 21 respondents to this question (8 very great to great, 5 moderate, 8 some to no extent). The moderate category was selected as the best representation of overall views.

For the security dashboard, there were 22 respondents to this question (8 very great to great, 7 moderate, and 8 some to no extent). The moderate category was selected as the best representation of overall views.

For the investment baseline updates, there were 23 respondents to this question (8 very great to great, 8 moderate, and 7 some to no extent). The moderate category was selected as the best representation of overall views.

In addition, of the 24 requirements that CIOs found only assisted their agency in managing IT to some to no extent, our analysis showed that a number of them were associated with OMB’s IT reform initiatives. In particular, they include the requirements on

- Agency TechStat outcomes,
Data center closures/status update,
PortfolioStat progress report,
PortfolioStat progress review, and
Commodity IT baseline updates.

**CIOs Reported That Addressing Requirements That Were Not Always Useful Took a Significant Level of Effort to Implement**

With regard to effort required to meet the 36 reporting requirements, the majority of the 24 agency CIOs reported that

- 16 requirements required a very great or great effort to meet,
- 14 required a moderate effort, and
- 6 required some to no effort to meet.

In addition, in terms of resources, agency CIOs estimated that they spend in total, approximately $150 million to $308 million annually to address the 36 reporting requirements. For individual requirements, agencies’ estimates of the range spent were generally at least a total of $1 million annually and as high as $19 million for one requirement (exhibit 300).

The majority of the 24 agency CIOs that responded also reported that the level of effort and resources reported to meet the requirement was sometimes greater than the extent to which addressing the reporting requirement assisted the agency in managing their IT. Specifically, of the 24 reporting requirements that provided some to no assistance in managing IT, 8 of these required very great or great effort to meet and 10 required moderate effort to meet. In addition, 4 of the 8 reporting requirements that helped agencies to a moderate extent in managing IT required a very great to great effort to meet.

Further, 26 out of 36 reporting requirements that CIOs reported assisted agencies in managing IT to some or no extent were estimated to cost agencies approximately $76 million to $164 million each year to meet. In addition, the 8 requirements that assisted agencies to a moderate extent were estimated to cost approximately $50 million to $92 million a year. However, the 4 key reporting requirements that helped agencies manage their IT to a very great or great extent were estimated to cost $24 million to $52 million a year.

Table 3 lists the 36 reporting requirements by the CIO reported usefulness of assistance in managing IT, the level of effort required, and the estimated annual cost to meet the requirement. More specifically, it shows how the majority of CIOs that responded rated each requirement against our categories of levels of effort—either very great to great, moderate, or some to no effort.
### Table 3: Reporting Requirements by Chief Information Officer-Reported Usefulness in Assisting in Managing Agency IT, Level of Effort, and Estimated Total Annual Cost

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Usefulness</th>
<th>Requirement</th>
<th>Very great to great</th>
<th>Moderate</th>
<th>Some to no effort</th>
<th>Total cost (mill)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Very great to great extent</td>
<td>Information Resources Management strategic plan</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>$3-9</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Enterprise roadmap</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>$4-12</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Exhibit 53</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>$9-18</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Information technology (IT) investment performance updates</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>$8-13</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Moderate extent</td>
<td>Exhibit 300</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>$10-19</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Report significant IT security deficiencies</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td></td>
<td>$4-8</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>IT security key metrics</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td></td>
<td>$4-8</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Monthly IT security data feeds</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td></td>
<td>$6-11</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>IT security quarterly reporting</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td></td>
<td>$5-11</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Annual Federal Information Security Management Act report</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td></td>
<td>$7-13</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Information security continuous monitoring dashboard</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td></td>
<td>$8-11</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>IT investment baseline updates</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td></td>
<td>$6-11</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Some to no extent</td>
<td>Major IT investment documentation</td>
<td>⚫</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>$9-15</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>IT capital plan</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>$3-8</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Compliance failures</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td></td>
<td>$1-4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>PortfolioStat progress report</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>$4-8</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>PortfolioStat review</td>
<td>⚫</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>$3-7</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Cybersecurity performance improvements</td>
<td>⚫</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>$8-12</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Federal Risk and Authorization Management Program key metrics</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>$2-5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Government-wide tracking of resources for cyber activities</td>
<td>⚫</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>$8-10</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Cybersecurity plan of action</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>$3-8</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Cost savings/avoidances</td>
<td>⚫</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>$3-9</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Agency TechStat outcomes</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>$1-3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>E-Government status report</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>$2-5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Personal Identity Verification credentials (HSPO 12)</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>$1-4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Trusted Internet Connections initiative</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>$3-6</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Open Government directive</td>
<td>⚫</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>$2-5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Commodity IT baseline updates</td>
<td>⚫</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>$6-10</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Mobile contracts inventory update</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>$2-5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Data center closures/status update</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>$4-8</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Cloud First</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>$1-4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Agency points of contact</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>$1-2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Open data policy enterprise inventory</td>
<td>⚫</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>$5-10</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Open data policy public data listing</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>$3-6</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Open data policy customer feedback process</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>$2-5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Open data policy data publication process</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>$2-4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Totals</td>
<td></td>
<td>16</td>
<td>14</td>
<td>6</td>
<td>$150-308</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Source: GAO survey of 24 CFO Act Agency CIOs. | GAO-15-106

* Some to no usefulness and very great to great effort
In addition to the fact that a majority of the 24 agency CIOs that responded reported that complying with many of the reporting requirements was not always commensurate with their usefulness in managing IT, they also generally indicated they would only collect at least some, but not all of the information, if addressing the requirements was optional. Specifically, for the 24 requirements that helped some to no extent, the majority of the CIOs reported that they would collect at least some but not all of the information if not required to do so.

According to comments from a number of CIOs, they did not always find that these requirements were useful because addressing them did not always clearly support departmental priorities. For example, with regard to reporting investment information using the exhibit 300, three CIOs said it had little value beyond reporting information that OMB needed to make decisions because their departments had their own processes for investment decisions. For IT security quarterly reporting and monthly IT security data feeds, three CIOs said these requirements were not commensurate with their usefulness because they were burdensome due in part, to the reporting format, frequency, and duplicative nature of certain elements. Other examples cited by CIOs include the following:

- For government-wide tracking of cybersecurity resources, one agency CIO commented that it was helpful to determine how much funding was spent on cybersecurity, but providing the supporting detailed accounting of the resources called for in the requirement was difficult. Another CIO commented that tracking resources helped in understanding the investments made and historical data provided insight into whether prior allocated resources were impactful; however, the reporting requirement needed to be consolidated with annual Federal Information Security Management Act reporting.

- Concerning commodity IT baseline updates, one agency CIO commented that it had helped with understanding the types of commodity spending that made up the agency’s portfolio and identified opportunities for optimization but reporting needed to be combined with other annual budget reporting. Another CIO commented that while reporting this information helped OMB provide oversight, the agency would prefer if OMB used the information to help agencies develop better strategies and operations plans that would result in cost reductions.

- Regarding program management cost savings and avoidances, an agency CIO commented that while tracking cost savings provides a
more robust understanding of its IT portfolio, the reporting is too frequent for capturing the cost savings. Another CIO noted that the reporting helps identify initiatives that are successful in driving down costs and those that are falling short of projected savings, but providing updates on changes to the cost savings and avoidance figures to OMB is burdensome.

CIOs Proposed Changes to Improve Reporting Requirements and OMB Feedback

Although agency CIOs surveyed generally found some of OMB’s initiatives valuable for managing IT resources, at least 8 or more proposed changes to improve (1) 13 reporting requirements and (2) OMB’s feedback to agencies on the reporting requirements generally.

With regard to the 13 reporting requirements, at least nine agency CIOs proposed changing what information should be reported under 3 reporting requirements, stating that data elements that do not add value in terms of what OMB needs or uses to make decisions or are no longer relevant should be removed. Agency CIOs also proposed changing the frequency of reporting for 5 requirements, moving from reporting on a quarterly basis to either a semi-annual or annual basis. In addition, at least eight of the CIOs proposed that 4 reporting requirements should be eliminated because they were generally either not useful to the agencies in managing their IT, information was duplicative with other reporting requirements, or OMB had not requested the information in recent years. Table 4 lists the reporting requirements, the agency CIOs’ proposed changes, and the number of CIOs that proposed them.

Table 4: Agency Chief Information Officer (CIO) Proposed Changes to Reporting Requirements

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Reporting Requirement</th>
<th>Type of change</th>
<th>Proposed change and rationale</th>
<th>Number of CIOs reporting</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1. Exhibit 300</td>
<td>Change what information is reported</td>
<td>Remove data elements that do not add value (i.e., only what OMB really needs or uses to make decisions) or do not provide value in monitoring/oversight of investments. Limit changes to what is included in exhibit 300 to allow for comparisons and trending over years. Remove data that are already reported elsewhere (e.g., contract/acquisition information, which is reported through the Federal Procurement Data System). Allow for reporting on investment components.</td>
<td>13</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Reporting Requirement</td>
<td>Type of change</td>
<td>Proposed change and rationale</td>
<td>Number of CIOs reporting</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>-----------------------</td>
<td>----------------</td>
<td>-------------------------------</td>
<td>-------------------------</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2. Exhibit 53</td>
<td>Change what information is reported</td>
<td>Remove data elements that do not add value (i.e., only what OMB really needs or uses to make decisions) or are no longer relevant. Agencies should be given the option to only provide an update if a change occurs. Should reflect only agency-received funding and support the request for funding (should not be used as a catch-all for other data collection).</td>
<td>10</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3. Annual Federal Information Security Management Act report</td>
<td>Change what information is reported</td>
<td>Remove data elements that do not add value (i.e., only what OMB and the Department of Homeland Security really need or use to make decisions), do not provide value in monitoring/oversight of security (i.e., those that do not provide useful performance metrics), or are not related to what is required under the law. Remove questions that duplicate information collected through other mechanisms on a more frequent basis. Reporting guidance needs to be published earlier.</td>
<td>9</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4. Cost savings/avoidances</td>
<td>New frequency of reporting</td>
<td>Change from quarterly to annually. Move to annual reporting to help limit the number of changes that OMB makes to what information should be reported throughout the year. Calculating savings and avoidances for these types of activities is not appropriate on a quarterly basis due to the time involved in transitioning resources.</td>
<td>11</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5. Commodity IT baseline updates</td>
<td>New frequency of reporting</td>
<td>Change from quarterly to semi-annually. Move to semi-annual reporting to help reduce (1) the burden of reporting data that change very little from one quarter to the next, and (2) the effort required to manually enter the data into the MAX Portal. Should align or be consolidated with the annual exhibit 53 process.</td>
<td>10</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>6. PortfolioStat progress report</td>
<td>New frequency of reporting</td>
<td>Change from quarterly to either semi-annually or annually. Should be a frequency that is agreed upon between OMB and the agency.</td>
<td>9</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>7. Cloud First</td>
<td>New frequency of reporting</td>
<td>Change from quarterly to either semi-annually or annually. Should align with reporting of other initiatives with related goals and the exhibit 53 process.</td>
<td>9</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>8. Open data policy publication process</td>
<td>New frequency of reporting</td>
<td>Change from quarterly to annually. Should align with reporting of other initiatives with related goals.</td>
<td>9</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>9. Open Government directive</td>
<td>Consolidate or combine with other requirements</td>
<td>Consolidate with other Open Data policy reporting and/or Digital Government Strategy. Consolidate to be included in Agency Strategic Plan and/or Enterprise Roadmap.</td>
<td>8</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>10. Major IT investment documentation</td>
<td>Eliminate requirement</td>
<td>Provides no value to the agency’s management of IT, and it is not clear what value agencies would gain from OMB feedback. OMB has not clarified why it is collecting this information or how it will be utilized.</td>
<td>9</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>11. IT capital plan</td>
<td>Eliminate requirement</td>
<td>OMB has not requested this information for recent submissions. Information is reported elsewhere in other requirements.</td>
<td>9</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Reporting Requirement</td>
<td>Type of change</td>
<td>Proposed change and rationale</td>
<td>Number of CIOs reporting</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>---------------------------------------</td>
<td>-----------------------</td>
<td>------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------</td>
<td>-------------------------</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>12. E-Government status report</td>
<td>Eliminate requirement</td>
<td>Provides no value to the agency’s management of IT. Some data elements are reported elsewhere in other requirements or through other mechanisms.</td>
<td>9</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>13. Compliance failures</td>
<td>Eliminate requirement</td>
<td>Agencies have not provided this information in recent years, and OMB has not requested this information. Information is reported elsewhere in other requirements.</td>
<td>8</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Source: GAO survey of 24 CFO Act Agency CIOs. | GAO-15-106

Officials from OMB’s Office of E-Government and Information Technology stated that they had received similar feedback on proposed changes to the reporting requirements in the past. They said that in some cases there was confusion among agency officials regarding the reporting requirements. Officials noted that the feedback on the requirements was useful information but provided no specific plan or date for addressing these suggestions. Effectively addressing such proposed changes is important to improving the efficiency and effectiveness of reporting requirements and could better position OMB to achieve its goal of improving management, oversight, and transparency of federal IT. Until this is done, OMB risks requiring agencies to implement and report on requirements that are duplicative, wasteful, or inefficient.

With regard to improving feedback on reported information, agency CIOs suggested that OMB’s feedback process could be improved. In particular, while agency CIOs reported that OMB provided feedback to them on the majority of the 36 reporting requirements, the majority of CIOs reported that the feedback was moderately effective to not effective for most reporting requirements. Six agency CIOs also reported that they were specifically interested in receiving better feedback on two reporting requirements—namely, the major IT investment documentation and the Open Government directive. The Office of E-Government and Information Technology officials stated that the information on the feedback, particularly those requirements agency CIOs were interested in receiving feedback on, was useful; nevertheless, the officials acknowledged that they do consistently not provide this level of feedback to the CIOs because in part, they did not know until now that the CIOs wanted feedback to this extent. Having a process that consistently provides effective feedback is key to helping agency CIOs better manage their IT resources and improve reporting; it is also consistent with OMB’s goals to improve federal IT management, oversight, and transparency. Until an effective feedback process is in place, there is a risk that agencies are managing their IT in a suboptimal manner.
As mentioned previously, our extensive experience at federal agencies and recent reports have shown that a critical component to ensuring OMB’s effective management and oversight of key IT reform initiatives—specifically, TechStat, data center consolidation, and PortfolioStat—is agency reporting of current and accurate information about the status of these initiatives, including the extent of any financial savings. However, agency CIOs surveyed reported that requirements related to these IT reform efforts, including agency TechStat outcomes, data center closures/status updates, commodity IT baseline updates, and PortfolioStat reviews and progress reports, helped their agency to only some or to no extent in managing IT. It is concerning that CIOs do not always see the value in reporting information that is essential to reform initiatives aimed at improving IT management effectiveness, saving money, and avoiding unnecessary costs, especially since key aspects of a number of the reforms have also been recently incorporated into law.

Consequently, establishing a common understanding between OMB and the CIOs on the priority of the reporting and related initiatives is key to the success of OMB reforms. As part of this understanding, it is also important to address underlying reasons cited by CIOs regarding the usefulness of requirements, including when department priorities are reportedly different than OMB’s and the burdensome and duplicative nature of requirements. Until such an understanding is established, there is a risk these important IT reforms, which are key to improving the efficiency and effectiveness of federal agency programs and operations, will not fully succeed.
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OMB Has Initiated Efforts to Streamline Reporting, but They Do Not Address Challenges Reported by CIOs

OMB has taken steps to streamline CIO reporting requirements. Specifically, OMB has initiated efforts to identify opportunities to change the format for reporting (e.g., from narrative-intensive descriptions to specific performance data) with the goal of reducing CIOs’ reporting burden. Although these OMB efforts aim to streamline reporting, agency CIOs identified additional challenges with tracking what reporting requirements are currently in place, using multiple online tools to report required information, and using capital planning and investment reporting requirement information to make effective investment decisions, which are not addressed by OMB’s efforts. This is in part to the fact that OMB has not solicited feedback in these areas because its priority has been on streamlining reporting in other areas (e.g., changing report formatting and others discussed below). By not addressing these CIO-identified challenges, OMB is missing opportunities to help CIOs improve the requirements reporting process and to improve its use of information collected as part of this process to effectively manage IT.

OMB Is Working to Streamline Reporting

OMB has initiated several efforts to streamline reporting:

- **Changing the format and mechanism of information that is submitted.** Officials from OMB’s Office of E-Government and Information Technology reported that they are examining transitioning the reporting of certain requirements from previous narrative-intensive plans or other documentation into structured forms (such as the Integrated Data Collection) that call for specific data associated with OMB-established performance metrics. These officials stated that they are continually re-evaluating the format in which agencies should provide information in order to improve the efficiency of OMB’s review process and the reliability of pertinent federal IT management data. For example, OMB expanded and refined its collection of key performance indicators for investment portfolio management with the Integrated Data Collection between 2013 and 2014.

- **Revising what information is currently required to be submitted as part of existing requirements.** The Office of E-Government and Information Technology officials stated that they recently began reviewing existing reporting requirements in the Integrated Data Collection prior to issuing quarterly reporting instructions to identify whether any elements should be changed. For example, in May 2014, as the result of one of these reviews, OMB removed the commodity IT baseline portion of the Integrated Data Collection for the submission due in November 2014. In addition, OMB reported it is working with
the CIOs to improve the value of agency reporting on the federal center consolidation initiative. Specifically, OMB reported that working via a task force that is part of the OMB-led CIO Council, OMB has helped to develop metrics and data collection requirements that best support administration goals associated with consolidating and optimizing data centers. OMB further reported that as a result of these efforts, it has made significant changes to both its reporting requirements and strategic approach associated with this initiative.

- **Incorporating lessons learned into the annual revision of PortfolioStat guidance.** The officials from the Office of E-Government and Information Technology also stated that in 2013 they initiated an annual review of lessons learned from agency PortfolioStat sessions to identify whether additional information is needed to improve the office’s oversight of federal IT portfolio management. These officials added that they incorporated the results of these reviews into the 2014 PortfolioStat guidance, which may have included adding requirements or streamlining others. For example, OMB required agencies to identify IT investments that merit additional oversight and support for review and discussion during the 2014 PortfolioStat sessions. Selected agencies were required to develop an action plan with specific goals and targets for these high-impact investments.

- **Integrating requirements with other IT government-wide efforts.** The Office of E-Government and Information Technology officials added that they review existing requirements to identify potential changes, including opportunities to streamline, when new government-wide IT initiatives are introduced. For example, they reported that their office is currently in the process of evaluating CIO and other reporting requirements to determine how they align to OMB’s strategic cross-agency priority goals associated with smarter
In October 2013, OMB and the Federal CIO Council established a working group to streamline reporting requirements related to capital planning and investment control. The working group studied, among other things, whether IT investment performance information and related reporting to OMB could be streamlined and better aligned with what information was needed by CIOs to make informed investment decisions. As a result of the study, the working group made a number of short-term and long-term recommendations to OMB in April 2014 to improve its fiscal year 2016 IT budget capital planning guidance. According to OMB officials, they addressed certain short-term recommendations related to improving standard definitions and purchase provisions, and are working to address the long-term recommendations in future guidance. They also said they expect the working group to continue studying the issues associated with this area and to annually provide recommendations on improving and streamlining capital planning guidance.

Although OMB has initiated several efforts to further streamline CIO reporting requirements, its efforts do not address the following challenges agency CIOs identified in our survey in meeting reporting requirements:

**Tracking what reporting requirements are currently in place can be confusing.** Agency CIOs expressed confusion in our survey on whether certain reporting requirements (e.g., the IT Capital Plan and compliance failures) were still in effect. This confusion was due in part to neither OMB nor the majority of federal agencies we surveyed having a comprehensive list of current CIO and related reporting requirements. In particular,

41The GPRA Modernization Act of 2010 required OMB to establish cross-agency priority goals to address longstanding challenges where implementation required active collaboration between multiple agencies in order to improve progress. Three goals related to federal IT management were established: smarter IT delivery, cybersecurity and Open Data. The smarter IT delivery goal focuses on improving outcomes and customer satisfaction with federal services through smarter IT delivery and stronger agency accountability. The cybersecurity goal focuses on improving cybersecurity performance through ongoing awareness of information security, vulnerability, and threats. Open Data focuses on unlocking the value of government data and adopting management approaches that promote interoperability and openness of this data to fuel innovation and improve government efficiency.

officials from the Office of E-Government and Information Technology office noted that while they did not maintain a comprehensive list, they did have a spreadsheet they used for selected review processes (e.g., PortfolioStat) but that this list was not available to the federal agencies because it was an internal OMB working document. Having a comprehensive list of current CIO reporting requirements is important for agencies to effectively manage their resources and respond to these requirements and for OMB to effectively manage its streamlining efforts consistent with its goal of reducing CIO reporting burden. Without such a list, OMB may lack sufficient information to make informed decisions about streamlining efforts and agencies risk wasting resources responding to reporting requirements that have changed or are no longer in effect.

**Having multiple online reporting tools takes additional time and resources to enter required information and can be duplicative.** Agency CIOs reported in our survey that having to enter data into multiple online tools for reporting required information as part of capital planning, system integration, and IT security takes additional time and resources and can be duplicative. OMB requires agencies to use three online tools (Data Point, IT Dashboard, and the Integrated Data Collection) as well as e-mail for capital planning and system integration reporting requirements, and four online tools (Cyberscope, MAX Portal, Integrated Data Collection, and the Information Security Continuous Monitoring Dashboard) for IT security. In particular, agency officials noted that certain information for the capital planning reporting requirements (exhibit 53, exhibit 300) and cybersecurity reporting requirements (IT security key metrics, monthly IT security data feeds, IT security quarterly reporting) must be entered, in accordance with OMB’s direction, in each tool; some information must be reported by bureau or office; and there are limitations in uploading data using a spreadsheet or multiple attachments into the tools, all of which takes additional time and resources.

OMB officials stated that they were looking at what reporting requirements can be reported on through the tools, particularly the Integrated Data Collection, and what steps can be taken to simplify the tools. They also noted that there were challenges when determining whether to reuse an existing tool or create a new one for reporting requirements, particularly when they needed agencies to report information within a short time frame, but provided no specific date or plan for the completing the above described efforts, including addressing the related challenges. Having centralized tools for reporting required data is critical to reducing the reporting of duplicative data, as well as
reducing the time and resources required to enter the data, and would be consistent with OMB’s goal of reducing CIO reporting burden. By not including efforts to streamline reporting tools as part of OMB’s overall requirements streamlining effort, there is a risk that agencies will continue to expend valuable time and resources entering potentially duplicative data into multiple reporting tools.

**Using capital planning and investment reporting requirement information does not provide information to make effective investment decisions.** As mentioned previously, agency CIOs reported in our survey that six of the seven capital planning and investment reporting requirements—namely the exhibit 53, exhibit 300, major IT investment documentation, IT Capital Plan, PortfolioStat progress report, and compliance failures—needed improvement. For example, agency CIOs reported that the two key capital planning reporting requirements—the exhibit 53 and exhibit 300—needed to be improved to remove data elements that did not provide value in making decisions. For the exhibit 53, this included eliminating non-financial data elements, such as those on cloud computing, and for the exhibit 300, eliminating the contracts and acquisition information since it was reported elsewhere. In addition, agency CIOs proposed eliminating three of the capital planning and investment reporting requirements (e.g., major IT investment documentation, IT Capital Plan, and compliance failures) because agencies had either not provided this information in recent years or information was reported elsewhere in accordance with other reporting requirements. By not focusing on efforts to streamline and improve capital planning and investment reporting requirements, there is a risk that OMB will not be able to adequately respond to the evolving nature of IT and ensure these key reporting requirements include data elements that provide the necessary value in making critical investment decisions.

With regard to the above challenges, the OMB officials told us that they were not currently addressing them because their top concern was the other requirement streamlining areas (i.e., changing the format and incorporating lessons learned) they were focusing on. They added that they had not solicited feedback from the agencies in the areas that were the focus of our survey and thus were not aware of the challenges. The officials also noted that the feedback we provided from the CIO surveys, including the challenges currently faced by CIOs, was useful information to consider as part of their further streamlining efforts. Nonetheless, until these challenges are addressed, OMB risks not achieving its goal of reducing CIO reporting burden and is missing opportunities to help CIOs
Conclusions

OMB has established an extensive framework of IT management reporting requirements to aid in carrying out its mission and to help federal agency CIOs manage their IT resources. Although OMB uses reported information to meet its responsibilities, the majority of the 24 CIOs for the most part, do not, citing that (1) two thirds of the reporting requirements are not very useful to them in managing IT and (2) addressing reporting requirements entails a significant effort on the part of the CIOs, including an annual multi-hundred-million-dollar financial commitment. Nonetheless, our extensive experience at federal agencies and recent work have shown that reporting requirements—in particular, those relating to TechStat, data center consolidation, and PortfolioStat—are key to carrying out OMB’s IT reforms and their goal of improving federal agency programs and operations, including producing financial savings. Consequently, it is of particular concern that OMB and the CIOs are not fully aligned on the utility of reporting requirements integral to the success of OMB’s reforms. This misalignment is due in part to a lack of a common understanding between OMB and the CIOs on the priority nature of these reporting requirements and their associated reforms. Without such a common understanding, OMB and the CIOs risk missing key opportunities to improve federal programs and operations and produce savings. The CIOs did propose a number of changes aimed at increasing the usefulness of reporting requirements and providing for effective feedback, but OMB had not yet established an effective approach to address them. Until it does, OMB risks requiring agencies to report on and manage IT in a suboptimal manner, which is inconsistent with its goal of improving federal IT management.

While OMB’s efforts to streamline CIO reporting are steps in the right direction, they largely do not address the CIO-identified challenges discussed in this report. These challenges are not being addressed by OMB in part because it is focusing on other aspects of requirement streamlining as its top priority and also because of a lack of awareness of these specific CIO challenges. Until these challenges are addressed, OMB is missing opportunities to help CIOs improve the requirements reporting process and its use of information collected as part of this process to effectively manage IT.
## Recommendations for Executive Action

To improve the effectiveness of OMB streamlining efforts and ensure agency CIOs are better able to carry out their responsibilities in managing IT, including implementing OMB’s IT reform initiatives, we recommend the Director of OMB direct the Federal CIO, in collaboration with agency CIOs, to take the following four actions:

- Ensure there is a common understanding with agency CIOs on the priority of the current reporting requirements and related IT reform initiatives. This should include addressing underlying reasons cited by CIOs regarding the usefulness of requirements, including when department priorities are reportedly different than OMB’s and the burdensome and duplicative nature of requirements.

- Address and incorporate, as appropriate, the 13 proposed improvements to reporting requirements made by agency CIOs in our survey. This should include developing milestones and associated plans for completing this effort.

- Ensure the feedback process on information reported by CIOs consistently provides effective and constructive responses to these officials on their reported information.

- Assess, as part of ongoing streamlining efforts, the reporting challenges identified in our report. This should include determining whether to (1) have a comprehensive list of current IT reporting requirements that is publically available to agency CIOs; (2) reduce the number of reporting tools; and (3) improve the utility of capital planning and investment reporting requirements, and taking steps to implement where appropriate.

## Agency Comments and Our Evaluation

In written comments provided by the Federal CIO and reprinted in appendix IV, OMB stated it respectfully neither agreed nor disagreed with our recommendations. According to OMB, it chose to take no position on the recommendations due to its concerns that: (1) our draft report’s count of reporting requirements was not currently accurate, (2) our survey approach did not fully support the report’s findings and recommendations, (3) the second objective to solicit CIO views did not allow for sufficient context setting, and (4) OMB has taken steps to solicit feedback and streamline requirements that are not reflected in the draft report. OMB added that it agreed with the principles contained in the recommendations that stress the importance of a common understanding with CIOs and other key stakeholders on the importance and priority of reporting requirements, ensuring effective and constructive feedback to CIOs on
the reported information, and streamlining reporting requirements. OMB further noted that it has actively incorporated these principles in its work and continuously works to enhance its efforts in these areas.

We evaluated OMB’s concerns and found them, as discussed below, in large part either unfounded or as having no material impact on our results and recommendations. Consequently, we stand by our findings on OMB’s key IT reform initiatives—and their associated reporting requirements—which are critical to improving federal IT management effectiveness. Further, ensuring the success of these reforms is a key reason why Congress, in December 2014, incorporated key aspects of a number of these reforms into law.43 Accordingly, we believe our recommendations to OMB are still valid and essential.

With regard to OMB’s first concern about the accuracy of the number of requirements identified in our report, OMB took issue with our inclusion of seven requirements, although it provided no documentation to support its comments; specifically, OMB said

(1) two requirements did not exist at the time of GAO’s audit (specifically, Information Security Continuous Monitoring Dashboard and Cybersecurity Plans of Action),

(2) two had been eliminated by OMB during or shortly after the audit time frame—namely, the PortfolioStat Review and the Commodity IT Baseline, and

(3) three appeared to have been double-counted (specifically, the IT Capital Plan and Cloud First are components of the Exhibit 53 requirement, and Open Data Policy Public Data Listing is a subset of Open Data Enterprise Inventory).

Regarding the first two requirements (Information Security Continuous Monitoring Dashboard and Cybersecurity Plan of Action), our analysis shows these requirements were in effect at the time of our audit, and this is why we therefore included them in our list. Specifically,

43See, the federal information technology acquisition reform provisions (commonly referred to as the Federal Information Technology Acquisition Reform Act or FITARA) of the 2015 Defense Authorization Act.
• OMB memorandum M-14-03 (dated November 2013) requires agencies, in addition to submitting data to this dashboard once it is deployed, to report on the status of their preparation for meeting this requirement starting in 2014, which was in the time frame specified in our scope and methodology.

• OMB memorandum M-12-20 (dated September 2012) stated that The Department of Homeland Security will “ask agencies to complete a Plan of Action for improving specific cybersecurity responsibilities. Agencies will provide quarterly and fiscal year targets and demonstrate progress toward these targets as they mature their programs.” Although OMB assigned responsibility to the Department of Homeland Security for these plans and subsequent quarterly updates, we considered it to be an OMB reporting requirement because the reporting requirement was included in an OMB memorandum.

In addition, for the two requirements that OMB said were eliminated (i.e., PortfolioStat review and Commodity IT Baseline), our evaluation shows that both had not been eliminated as of March 2014, which is the “as-of” date specified in our scope and methodology. Specifically,

• OMB memorandum M-13-09 (dated March 2013) required agencies to submit a consolidated document of successes, challenges, and lessons learned to OMB no later than 2 weeks after the transmittal of the President’s Budget for fiscal year 2015 to Congress (which was sent on March 4, 2014). Since the requirement was in effect as of March 2014, we included it in our list.

• OMB memorandum M-13-09 also required agencies to provide a quarterly update of their commodity IT baseline to OMB. Because this requirement was not eliminated until May 2014, as OMB’s comments and our report indicated, we therefore included it in our list since the requirement was in effect as of March 2014.

Thirdly, although OMB stated that we double counted three requirements (i.e., IT capital plan, Cloud First, and the Open Data Policy Public Data Listing), the evidence shows otherwise. Specifically, these requirements

are defined in OMB circulars or memoranda (as noted in appendix II) as separate reporting initiatives, and we therefore treated them as such. For example, the requirement for an IT capital plan is outlined in OMB Circular A-130 (dated November 2000)\(^{45}\) and details several activities that the agency must provide annually to OMB as part of the budget submission.

In addition to the above, it is important to note that (as described in our report’s scope and methodology) after we developed our list of requirements, we asked all 24 CFO agencies as well as OMB to review the list and provide feedback as a means to validate that our inventory was accurate. Specifically, we had officials from the 24 agencies review our list to ensure it was complete and accurate, adjusted our list as appropriate based on their feedback, and reached consensus on the number of requirements in the inventory. In the case of OMB, we had officials from the Office of E-Government and Information Technology review our list multiple times and adjusted our list as appropriate based on their feedback. During these OMB meetings, the officials never raised the specific issues OMB noted in its written comments.

It is also important to note that we took these validation steps because, as we noted in our report, OMB does not maintain a comprehensive list of current CIO reporting requirements. This has left agencies confused regarding what requirements were currently in place, and is therefore why we recommended that OMB develop such a list. This inconsistency among OMB’s written response, what the agencies told us, and what OMB representatives previously told us confirms the need for GAO’s recommendation.

OMB’s second concern was that our survey approach did not fully support the report’s findings and conclusions. Specifically, OMB stated that many agency CIOs told OMB through the CIO Council that they delegated full responsibility for completing the survey to lower-level staff and because of this, OMB did not have full confidence in some of our findings and felt our attributions was not appropriate. In addition to this concern, OMB said that it believed GAO gave disproportionate weight to the estimated costs reported, which appeared, in its opinion, to be unsubstantiated because they were based on a survey question that did not require the basic

OMB further questioned the reliability of these estimates because they believed staff other than the CIO had completed the survey and were therefore not experienced enough to provide knowledgeable estimates.

We disagree with OMB’s opinion regarding the validity of our survey results for the following reasons. First, in meetings with CIOs and selected senior officials from agencies in our review to discuss our plans to survey the CIOs, we consistently expressed our expectation that the CIOs were to complete the survey. If this was not feasible, CIOs could delegate it to other staff, especially when agencies wanted staff that worked directly on addressing the reporting requirements to complete the survey because they were best qualified to respond to our questions. In these cases, we nevertheless told the agencies the CIOs were ultimately responsible for reviewing the accuracy of the survey results.

Second, we pretested the survey at seven agencies, again reinforcing our expectation that CIOs were to complete the survey. Specifically, to minimize errors that might occur from respondents interpreting our questions differently from our intended purpose, we pretested the questionnaire in person and by phone in three rounds of testing with officials from the office of the CIO at seven agencies. The selection of agencies for pretesting was based on agency availability to assist us with pretesting, variation in size of agency, and variation in agency CIO models (i.e., centralized or decentralized). During these pretests, we asked agency officials to complete the questionnaire for one reporting requirement as we listened to the process. We then interviewed the respondents to check whether the questions were applicable, clear, unambiguous, and easy to understand.

Third, in transmitting the surveys to the CIOs, we sent them directly to each of the 24 agency CIOs with instructions indicating that they were to complete it, with assistance from other officials as appropriate, and that the results would be summarized in a report to our congressional requesters. Specifically, in coordination with GAO survey methodology experts, we developed and administered a web-based survey that we sent to the CIOs of the 24 CFO Act agencies. All 24 CFO Act agencies completed the final survey. We then reviewed all responses, and followed up by phone and e-mail to clarify the responses as appropriate.

The above three points notwithstanding, we have revised the report to note that CIO responses may have in some cases, come from agency officials completing the surveys on behalf of the CIOs.

In terms of the estimated costs of meeting reporting requirements, the application of GAO’s cost guide in this context would be inappropriate, according to an internal GAO subject matter expert who co-authored the guide. This expert said the guide is reserved for the evaluation of government acquisition program cost estimates. The expert added that given that GAO was not reviewing such programs in this case, OMB’s assertion is without merit. In addition, we initially asked OMB whether it had cost information on the reporting requirements but was told it did not and were directed to the 24 agencies as the best source. Further, we believe that we have appropriately qualified the range of costs reported by the agencies and note that we made no recommendations on the cost of such reporting.

Further, regarding OMB’s comment about the experience of the staff providing estimates, we expressed our expectation that the CIOs complete this and the other parts of our survey. However, as previously discussed, in some cases CIOs and selected staff from the 24 agencies delegated this responsibility to agency subject matter experts who they thought were more knowledgeable in this area. In these cases, we again expressed our expectation that the CIOs at a minimum review the accuracy of such estimates.

With regard to the OMB concern about our report’s contextual framing of certain information related to its efforts, the agency stated that it appreciated our draft report acknowledging that agency reporting is a critical component of ensuring effective management and oversight of key IT reform initiatives and that such information is essential to the success of IT reform efforts; however, it said our draft lacked contextual framing because it did not the fully address the value of the reporting requirements beyond agency CIOs’ use of the data. In particular, OMB stated that these requirements helped ensure the successful implementation of federal law and/or supported administration priorities, including IT-related cross-agency priority goals (which OMB commonly
According to OMB’s comments, CAP goals cover areas—specifically, cybersecurity, Open Data, and smarter IT delivery—in which increased cross-agency collaboration is needed to improve progress towards shared, complex priorities reaching far beyond the scope of the priorities of individual federal agencies.

We included a description in our report of the value of the information to OMB in carrying out federal laws and its statutory roles and responsibilities. Specifically, consistent with OMB’s comments, we point out that OMB utilizes reported information to meet statutory responsibilities. For example, our draft states that under federal law, OMB’s Office of E-Government and Information Technology is required to submit a report on the implementation of the E-Government Act of 2002, which summarizes information reported by agencies as required under the act. The draft also says that during the period of our review, OMB was required to submit a report on federal agencies’ implementation of the Federal Information Security Management Act of 2002. Further, the draft notes that in order to prepare such reports, OMB requires agencies to submit information on their implementation efforts as required under the acts, which OMB then summarizes for Congress.

Our report also discusses the administration’s priorities such as the IT-related cross-agency priority goals. OMB’s written comments acknowledge this point by stating that our draft report mentions the CAP goals. However, OMB notes that our draft does not provide essential context as to how the goals relate to reporting requirements. We disagree. Our draft stated that the CIO reporting requirements help the Federal CIO in its efforts to meet the CAP goals. Specifically, the draft noted that Office of E-Government and Information Technology officials review existing requirements to identify potential changes, including opportunities to streamline, when new government-wide IT initiatives are introduced. For example, these officials reported that their office is currently in the process of evaluating CIO and other reporting requirements to determine how they align to OMB’s strategic cross-agency priority goals associated with smarter IT delivery, cybersecurity,

47As noted earlier, the GPRA Modernization Act of 2010 required OMB to establish cross-agency priority goals to address longstanding challenges where implementation required active collaboration between multiple agencies in order to improve progress. Three goals related to federal IT management were established: smarter IT delivery, Open Data, and cybersecurity.
and Open Data and whether there might be opportunities to further streamline existing reporting requirements.

Regarding OMB’s fourth concern that our report does not reflect steps it has taken to solicit feedback and streamline requirements, the agency commented that it holds quarterly review (feedback) sessions with agency officials about IDC requirements. It added that these sessions have resulted in streamlining OMB collection requirements. OMB also noted that it meets with CIO council members (via a Federal Data Center Consolidation Initiative task force) to, among other things, help develop metric and data collection requirements that best support administration goals in this area. According to OMB, it has changed reporting requirements and its strategic approach with regard to the data center initiative as a result of feedback from the task force. In addition, OMB cited the annual capital planning and investment control guidance it issues, which includes Exhibits 53 and 300 reporting requirements, as another example of the agency soliciting feedback. The streamlining efforts described in OMB’s comments are discussed in our report, including the role OMB played in soliciting feedback. For this reason, we agree with and believe our draft is consistent with OMB’s comments as it relates to IDC requirements and the annual capital and control guidance it issues. Regarding its data center consolidation efforts, we are aware of this effort and have updated our report to show it as another example of OMB’s efforts to streamline and solicit feedback.

Nonetheless, OMB’s comments provided no explanation or documentation to show it was addressing the CIO-identified challenges in our draft that are not currently being addressed by its streamlining efforts. The above efforts aside, agency CIOs suggested, as noted in our report, that OMB’s feedback process could nonetheless be improved. In particular, while agency CIOs reported that OMB provided feedback to them on the majority of the 36 reporting requirements, the majority of CIOs reported that the feedback was moderately effective to not effective for most reporting requirements. Six agency CIOs also reported that they were specifically interested in receiving better feedback on two reporting requirements—namely, the major IT investment documentation and the Open Government directive. Office of E-Government and Information Technology officials stated that the information on the feedback, particularly those requirements agency CIOs were interested in receiving feedback on, was useful.

Nevertheless, the officials acknowledged that they do not consistently provide this level of feedback to the CIOs because, in part, they did not
know until now that the CIOs wanted feedback to this extent. Having a process that consistently provides effective feedback is key to helping agency CIOs better manage their IT resources and improve reporting; it is also consistent with OMB’s goals to improve federal IT management, oversight, and transparency. Until an effective feedback process is in place, there is a risk that agencies are managing their IT in a suboptimal manner.

We are sending copies of this report to interested congressional committees, the Director of the Office of Management and Budget, the secretaries and agency heads of the departments and agencies addressed in this report, and other interested parties. In addition, the report is available at no charge on GAO’s website at http://www.gao.gov.

If you or your staffs have any questions on the matters discussed in this report, please contact me at (202) 512-9286 or pownerd@gao.gov. Contact points for our Offices of Congressional Relations and Public Affairs may be found on the last page of this report. GAO staff who made major contributions to this report are listed in appendix V.

David A. Powner
Director, Information Technology
Management Issues
Our objectives were to (1) identify the current information technology (IT) reporting requirements that agency chief information officers (CIO) are to address for the Office of Management and Budget (OMB); (2) evaluate the extent to which OMB and agency CIOs use the required information to manage IT, including CIOs’ views on the utility of the requirements; and (3) assess any OMB efforts to streamline this reporting.

To identify the current CIO IT management reporting requirements, we obtained and analyzed OMB circulars, memorandums, and other issued guidance to develop a current list of requirements to report information to OMB; the resulting list included regular, recurring, or one-time requirements that were in effect as of March 2014. We focused on the requirements that were in effect by the end of the second quarter in fiscal year 2014 (i.e., March 2014) so that we could use these in our survey of federal agency CIOs, which was issued in May 2014. In addition, since there could be several requirements for information in multiple OMB memorandums for one initiative, we grouped the requirements to report information together by initiative and the frequency of reporting rather than list each as its own separate requirement. Requirements related to activities such as information collection and control of paperwork; records management; privacy and compliance with the Privacy Act; and information disclosure and compliance with the Freedom of Information Act were not included because these activities are not directly related to IT management responsibilities. Further, requirements directed to other agency officials but to which the agency CIO contributes were not included. Further, although OMB occasionally makes ad hoc requests to agency CIOs to provide information, we did not include those items in our list because they did not originate from issued guidance.

We categorized the requirements based on their best fit in the following areas that are typically identified as key CIO IT management responsibilities: IT strategic planning; capital planning and investment management; IT security; and system acquisition, development, and integration. We also had the agencies in our review (the 24 Chief

---

1Following the conclusion of our survey, we learned from OMB that two requirements we had listed in our survey were no longer in effect. Therefore, we eliminated two requirements from our list and determined that we would not include the survey responses related to those requirements in our report.
Financial Officer (CFO) Act agencies\(^2\) and OMB review our list and provide feedback to help ensure it was complete and accurate. Based on their feedback, we made the necessary changes to our list, including adding several requirements and removing several requirements that were no longer in effect.

To evaluate the extent to which agency CIOs and OMB use the required information to manage IT and to assess CIOs’ views on the utility of the requirements, we first obtained and analyzed OMB documentation and interviewed OMB officials; we then compared it to OMB’s goal of using CIO-reported information to improve the management, oversight, and transparency of federal IT. We also, in coordination with our survey methodology expert, developed and administered a web-based survey that we sent to the CIOs of the 24 CFO Act agencies. In meetings with CIOs and selected senior officials from agencies in our review to discuss our plans to survey the CIOs, we told them we expected the CIOs to complete the survey. If this was not feasible, CIOs could delegate the task to other staff, especially when agencies wanted staff that worked directly on addressing the reporting requirements to complete the survey because they were best qualified to respond to our questions. In these cases, we nevertheless told the agencies the CIOs were ultimately responsible for reviewing the accuracy of the survey results.

Using the survey, we requested information on, among other things, the usefulness of the reporting requirements in managing IT, the level of effort required to meet them, and whether CIOs thought the requirements should be changed. For our analysis and reporting of the questions on usefulness and level of effort, we grouped the reported responses into three categories (i.e., very great to great, moderate, and some to no extent) and reported the category that had a majority response, or the largest number of responses in cases where the total number of respondents for a particular requirement was less than 24. In instances where the number of responses was evenly, or close to evenly, divided between the “very great to great” and “some to no extent” categories, we

---

\(^2\)The 24 agencies are the Departments of Agriculture, Commerce, Defense, Education, Energy, Health and Human Services, Homeland Security, Housing and Urban Development, the Interior, Justice, Labor, State, Transportation, the Treasury, and Veterans Affairs; the Environmental Protection Agency, General Services Administration, National Aeronautics and Space Administration, National Science Foundation, Office of Personnel Management, Small Business Administration, Social Security Administration, U.S. Agency for International Development, and the U.S. Nuclear Regulatory Commission.
chose the moderate category, as it provided the best overall representation of the views of the agency CIOs for that requirement. For the question on proposed changes to the reporting requirements, we provided six options of possible change for agency CIOs to choose from for each reporting requirement (i.e., frequency, mechanism, information provided, consolidation, elimination, or other). We determined that at least eight responses or one third of respondents suggesting a particular change represented a sufficient consensus of agency CIO views for reporting purposes.

In addition, for each requirement, we asked agency CIOs to estimate the annual amount (in government and/or contractor dollars) that agencies spent on meeting each reporting requirement. For each reporting requirement, we provided four choices in the survey to choose from ($1-$99,000; $100,000-$299,000; $300,000-$1,000,000; and more than $1,000,000). We decided not to offer more precise dollar amount options to choose from because, among other things, agencies do not typically keep track of funds spent on CIO reporting requirements because this is not required by OMB and therefore the benefits of having more precise amounts were outweighed by the time and effort agencies would have had to expend to develop such precise estimates. For our analysis of how much agencies spend annually on reporting requirements, since the option “more than $1,000,000” did not include an upper range, we worked with a survey methodology expert to define the lower and upper range of this choice to be the same, which is $1 million plus one dollar or $1,000,001. See appendix III for the list of survey questions.

To minimize errors that might occur from respondents interpreting our questions differently from our intended purpose, we pretested the questionnaire in person and by phone in three rounds of testing with officials from the office of the CIO at seven agencies. The selection of agencies for pretesting was based on agency availability to assist us with pretesting, variation in size of agency, and variation in agency CIO models (i.e., centralized or decentralized). During these pretests, we asked agency officials to complete the questionnaire for one reporting requirement as we listened to the process. We then interviewed the respondents to check whether the questions were applicable, clear, unambiguous, and easy to understand. All 24 CFO Act agencies completed the final survey, although not all survey respondents answered every question. We then reviewed all responses, and followed up by phone and e-mail to clarify the responses as appropriate.
The practical difficulties of conducting any survey may introduce non-sampling errors. For example, differences in how a particular question is interpreted, the sources of information available to respondents, or the types of respondents who do not respond to a question can introduce errors into the survey results. We included steps in both the data collection and data analysis stages to minimize such non-sampling errors. We examined the survey results and performed computer analyses to identify inconsistencies and other indications of error, and addressed such issues as necessary. We analyzed responses to closed-ended questions by counting the response for all agencies. For questions that asked respondents to provide a narrative answer, we compiled the answers in one document that was analyzed and used as examples in the report.

To assess any OMB efforts to streamline this reporting, we obtained and analyzed OMB and Federal CIO Council documentation and interview information to summarize OMB’s current and future plans for streamlining CIO reporting and compared these efforts with OMB’s goal to reduce CIO reporting burden. As part of this, we interviewed officials from OMB and the Federal CIO’s Capital Planning and Investment Control Community of Practice key working group to identify current and future actions taken to streamline CIO reporting requirements.

We conducted this performance audit from December 2013 to April 2015 in accordance with generally accepted government auditing standards. Those standards require that we plan and perform the audit to obtain sufficient, appropriate evidence to provide a reasonable basis for our findings and conclusions based on our audit objectives. We believe that the evidence obtained provides a reasonable basis for our findings and conclusions base on our audit objectives.
The following table lists the 36 OMB requirements for agency Chief Information Officer reporting on IT management, along with the source of requirement and the year that the requirement was established.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Reporting requirement</th>
<th>Source(s)</th>
<th>Year established</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>OMB, Fiscal Year 2013 PortfolioStat Guidance: Strengthening Federal IT</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Portfolio Management, M-13-09</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2. Enterprise roadmap</td>
<td>OMB Memorandum, Increasing Shared Approaches to Information Technology Services</td>
<td>2012</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3. Exhibit 53</td>
<td>OMB, Preparation, Submission, and Execution of the Budget, Circular A-11</td>
<td>1999</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>OMB, Fiscal Year 2015 Guidance on Exhibits 53 and 300 – Information Technology and E-Government</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4. Exhibit 300</td>
<td>OMB, Preparation, Submission, and Execution of the Budget, Circular A-11</td>
<td>1998</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>OMB, Fiscal Year 2015 Guidance on Exhibits 53 and 300 – Information Technology and E-Government</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Portfolio Management, M-13-09</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Portfolio Management, M-13-09</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>10. IT security key metrics</td>
<td>OMB, Quarterly E-Gov Integrated Data Collection Guidance</td>
<td>2013</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Portfolio Management, M-13-09</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
## Appendix II: Chief Information Officer IT Management Reporting Requirements

### Reporting requirement

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Reporting requirement</th>
<th>Source(s)</th>
<th>Year established</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>20. Trusted Internet Connections initiative</td>
<td>OMB, Update on the Trusted Internet Connections Initiative, M-09-32</td>
<td>2009</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>23. IT investment baseline updates</td>
<td>OMB, Information Technology Investment Baseline Management Policy, M-10-27</td>
<td>2010</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>24. IT investment performance updates</td>
<td>OMB, Information Technology Investment Baseline Management Policy, M-10-27</td>
<td>2010</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>32. Open data policy enterprise inventory</td>
<td>OMB, Open Data Policy-Managing Information as an Asset, M-13-13</td>
<td>2013</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>34. Open data policy customer feedback process</td>
<td>OMB, Open Data Policy-Managing Information as an Asset, M-13-13</td>
<td>2013</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>35. Open data policy data publication process</td>
<td>OMB, Open Data Policy-Managing Information as an Asset, M-13-13</td>
<td>2013</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>36. Agency points of contact</td>
<td>OMB, Quarterly E-Gov Integrated Data Collection Guidance</td>
<td>2013</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Source: GAO analysis. | GAO-15-106

<sup>a</sup>OMB releases annual guidance for how agencies are to meet these requirements, which can include significant changes to the requirement.

<sup>b</sup>Although OMB has incorporated agency reporting on privacy-related issues into annual Federal Information Security Management Act reporting, we have not included privacy since it was considered outside the scope of our work. See app. I for more details.
Appendix III: Survey of Federal Agency Chief Information Officers

The following is an abridged version of the CIO reporting requirements survey. This version includes the set of questions for one requirement, which was repeated for each of the requirements in our survey.
Appendix III: Survey of Federal Agency Chief Information Officers

United States Government Accountability Office

Chief Information Officer (CIO) Reporting Requirements Survey

Introduction

At the request of the Senate Committee on Homeland Security and Governmental Affairs, GAO is reviewing current information technology (IT) reporting requirements that the Office of Management and Budget (OMB) requires agency Chief Information Officers (CIO) to address. As part of this review, GAO is conducting a web-based survey of the 24 Chief Financial Officers (CFO) Act federal agencies to collect information about the utility of these CIO reporting requirements. The focus of this review is to evaluate the utility of the reporting requirements and your answers are not being evaluated.

This survey should be completed by the agency CIO, although GAO acknowledges that the CIO may need to consult other agency officials, such as the CFO or Chief Operations Officer and component/bureau CIOs, who are familiar with these reporting requirements to help provide complete responses.

If you want to review the entire survey or distribute the entire survey or selected sections to others in your agency before completing it online, you may download an Adobe Acrobat read only copy. This copy contains a table of contents on page 2 showing the pages in the Adobe Acrobat version containing the questions we are asking for each of the 38 CIO reporting requirements.

You may also download an Adobe Acrobat copy of the 38 CIO reporting requirements covered in the survey showing the source of the requirement, a description of the requirement, and the frequency of reporting.

Your answers will be combined with those from the other CFO Act agencies and will be summarized in a report to Congress. GAO may also include illustrative examples of statements provided. However, GAO will not attribute responses or examples to individual agencies or release individually identifiable agency data from this survey unless specifically requested by Congress or compelled by law.

GAO understands that there are great demands on your time; however, your response is crucial in helping provide important information to Congress.

Thank you in advance for your cooperation.
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Contact Information

While we realize that a number of individuals at your agency will be providing answers for the specific reporting requirements, we ask that a single individual incorporate the answers received from the various participants and complete the Web-based questionnaire. Please provide the following information for the primary person completing this questionnaire in the event we need to clarify a response.

Name:
Title:
Department/agency:
Name of office or unit:
E-mail:
Telephone:

Questions for the 38 CIO Reporting Requirements

Note: The following set of questions was repeated for each of the 38 CIO reporting requirements included in GAO’s survey. The following information was provided for each of the reporting requirements.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Requirement Category:</th>
<th>e.g., IT Strategic Planning/IT Workforce Planning</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Source of Requirement:</td>
<td>e.g., A-130/M-13-09/44 U.S.C. 3506 (b)(2)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Name and Description of the Requirement:</td>
<td>e.g., Information Resource Management (IRM) Strategic Plan: Agencies must develop and maintain an IRM Strategic Plan. An IRM Strategic Plan describes how the agency is applying information resources to improve the productivity, efficiency, and effectiveness of government programs.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Frequency of Reporting:</td>
<td>e.g., Annually</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

1. To what extent, if at all, does addressing the above requirement assist your agency in managing IT?

- [ ] Very great extent
- [ ] Great extent
- [ ] Moderate extent
- [ ] Some extent
- [ ] No extent

1a. Please explain why you selected that response.

```markdown

```
2. What level of effort is required by your agency to meet the reporting requirement?

- [ ] Very great effort
- [ ] Great effort
- [ ] Moderate effort
- [ ] Some effort
- [ ] Little or no effort

3. To address this reporting requirement, does your agency do the following?
   (Select one answer in each row.)

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Yes</th>
<th>No</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>a. Create a new document</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>b. Modify an existing agency document</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>c. Conduct a data call to obtain required information</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>d. Analyze and summarize agency data</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>e. Format or convert agency data into an OMB-required format (e.g., MAX Portal, Integrated Data Collection, CyberScope, etc.)</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>f. Other</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

(if other) Please specify what else your agency does to address this reporting requirement.

4. Using your best estimate, approximately how much does your agency spend (in terms of government and/or contract dollars) on an annual basis to meet the reporting requirement?

   (Please note: Your response to this question will be aggregated and agencies will not be identified individually.)

- [ ] $1 - $99,999
- [ ] $100,000 - $299,999
- [ ] $300,000 - $1,000,000
- [ ] More than $1,000,000

5. For this requirement, has your agency received feedback within the past 12 months from OMB or a designated partner agency (e.g., feedback from the Department of Homeland Security regarding requirements regarding cybersecurity)?

- [ ] Yes
- [ ] No
• (If yes) How effective, if at all, has this feedback been to help improve your agency’s ability to manage its IT?
  □ Very effective
  □ Effective
  □ Moderately effective
  □ Slightly effective
  □ Not effective

• (If no) Would your agency find it useful to receive feedback from OMB or designee?
  □ Yes
  □ No
  □ No opinion

6. In your opinion, should this requirement be changed in any of the following ways? (Select all that apply.)
  □ No change is needed
  □ Change the frequency of reporting
  □ Change the mechanism of reporting (i.e., MAX Portal, Cyberscope, e-mail)
  □ Modify the requirement (i.e., change what information is reported)
  □ Consolidate or combine with other requirements
  □ Eliminate the requirement
  □ Other

• Currently, the reporting frequency of this requirement is (frequency of requirement was populated here). If you selected "Change the frequency of reporting," what frequency do you think the level of reporting should be?
  □ Monthly
  □ Quarterly
  □ Semi-annually
  □ Annually
  □ Biennial
  □ Other - (if other) What should the frequency of reporting be?

  [Text box]
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- If you selected “Change the mechanism of reporting,” please specify why the mechanism should be changed and what the mechanism should be.

- If you selected “Modify the requirement,” please specify how the requirement should be modified.

- If you selected “Consolidate or combine with other requirements,” please specify with what other requirement(s) it should be consolidated or combined.

- If you selected “Eliminate the requirement,” please specify why it should be eliminated.

- If you selected “Other,” please specify what other change to the requirement you would recommend.

7. If this was not a specific reporting requirement, would your agency still collect all, most, some, or none of the information contained in the requirement in order to manage its IT?

☐ All  
☐ Most  
☐ Some  
☐ None

7a. (Optional) Please explain your answer.

__________________________________________
Duplicate and Overlap Questions

Please note: The questions in this section focus on all of the CIO reporting requirements covered in this survey. We would like the opinions of agency CIOs on whether there is duplication or overlap in the data requested by OMB pertaining to the CIO reporting requirements that creates an unnecessary burden on federal agencies.

1. In your opinion, is there duplication and/or overlap in the data requested by OMB pertaining to the CIO reporting requirements that GAO has included in this survey that created an unnecessary burden on your agency?

☐ Yes
☐ No

----------
☐ No opinion/No basis to judge

1a. (If yes) Please describe the reporting requirements and the specific information that is duplicative or overlapping.


1b. For those reporting requirements described in question 1a, which reporting requirement(s), if any, should be eliminated or consolidated with other requirement(s)?


Survey Completion Question

Are you ready to submit your final completed survey to GAO?
(This is equivalent to mailing a completed paper survey to us. It tells us that your answers are official and final.)

☐ Yes, my survey is complete
☐ No, My survey is not yet complete

Thank you very much for your assistance.
Appendix IV: Comments from the Office of Management and Budget

EXECUTIVE OFFICE OF THE PRESIDENT
OFFICE OF MANAGEMENT AND BUDGET
WASHINGTON, D.C. 20503

March 23, 2015

Mr. David A. Powner
Director
IT Acquisition Management Issues
U.S. Government Accountability Office
441 G Street, NW
Washington, D.C. 20548

Dear Mr. Powner:

Thank you for providing the Office of Management and Budget (OMB) the opportunity to review and provide comments on a draft of GAO’s report on “Federal Chief Information Officers: Reporting to OMB Can Be Improved By Further Streamlining and Better Focusing on Priorities” (GAO-15-106). We appreciate the time and energy that GAO has devoted to reviewing agency Chief Information Officer (CIO) reporting requirements, agency views on the usefulness of these requirements in managing Information Technology (IT), and OMB’s efforts to streamline these requirements.

While we acknowledge the importance of effectively reviewing and communicating reporting requirements, we have concerns regarding the report’s accuracy in counting requirements, approach for certain aspects of the survey, and contextual framing. Specifically, our primary concerns are that:

- The report’s count of CIO reporting requirements is not currently accurate;
- The survey approach does not fully support the findings and conclusions;
- The objective to solicit "CIOs' views" does not allow for sufficient contextual framing; and
- OMB has taken steps to solicit feedback and streamline requirements not reflected in the report.

Thus, we must respectfully neither agree nor disagree with the recommendations. Although we have chosen to take no position on the recommendations due to these concerns, we do agree with the principles contained in the recommendations that stress the importance of a common understanding with CIOs and other key stakeholders on the importance and priority of reporting requirements, ensuring effective and constructive feedback to CIOs on reported information, and streamlining reporting requirements. We have actively incorporated these principles into our work, as discussed below, and continuously work to enhance our efforts in these areas.

The Report’s Count of CIO Reporting Requirements Is Not Currently Accurate

The draft report states that agencies must address 36 IT management reporting requirements to OMB; however, at least seven of these requirements: (1) did not exist as OMB requirements at the time of the GAO audit, (2) were eliminated during or shortly after the audit timeframe, or (3) appear to have been double-counted.

1. Two items did not exist as OMB requirements at the time of the GAO audit and do not currently exist as OMB requirements:
   - OMB did not require the Information Security Continuous Monitoring (ISCM) dashboard, which does not yet exist and will be implemented as part of the Department of Homeland Security’s (DHS) Continuous Diagnostics and Mitigation (CDM) program in
fiscal year (FY) 2016. This automated dashboard will replace or streamline multiple manual reporting requirements that currently exist.

2. OMB eliminated two requirements during or shortly after the audit timeframe.
   - "PortfolioStat review," (not to be confused with the actual PortfolioStat sessions) as noted by the draft report, was a one-time reporting requirement to solicit feedback about the PortfolioStat process and reporting requirements.
   - The Commodity IT baseline update was eliminated in May 2014, as acknowledged by the draft GAO report, in response to feedback from agency CIOs.

3. GAO appears to have double-counted three requirements, which are actually components of other counted requirements.
   - The IT capital plan and Cloud First are components of the already-listed Exhibit 53.
   - The "open data policy public data listing" is a subset of the "open data enterprise inventory." Agencies simply need to copy-and-paste this subset into a new file and put it on their website to fulfill the requirement.

The Survey Approach Does Not Fully Support the Report's Findings and Conclusions

The Draft Report Attributes Views to CIOs; However, Many CIOs May Not Have Personally Provided Survey Input

The draft report states that GAO conducted a survey of 24 major agency CIOs and broadly attributes views and opinions to agency CIOs over 50 times. However, we do not believe such high-level attribution is appropriate because the agency CIO may not have personally taken the survey. Many agency CIOs who served during the GAO audit period stated to OMB, through the CIO Council, that they delegated full responsibility for completing the survey to lower-level staff. Some other agency CIOs reported that they could not recall that a survey was conducted.

Additionally, the survey (as presented in the report appendix) envisions responses from non-CIO agency personnel. This is because the survey states that CIOs "should" complete the survey, but acknowledges that "a number of individuals at your agency will be providing answers for the specific reporting requirements." Thus, agency CIOs may have had little to no direct input into the responses. Since the survey results underlie much of the report, we do not have full confidence in some of the report's findings.

Survey-Derived Cost Estimates Are Given Disproportionate Weight Relative to Methodological Approach

The draft report uses survey responses to estimate that agencies spend $150 million to $308 million each year on OMB's reporting requirements. GAO cites these estimates multiple times in the report, including to support GAO's conclusions that OMB's reporting requirements constitute an "annual multi-hundred million dollar financial commitment."

These estimates appear unsubstantiated, so we do not believe that they warrant the weight GAO gives them. GAO published an estimation guide\(^1\) that highlighted nine basic characteristics of a credible cost estimation method.
estimate, yet all of GAO’s cost estimates for OMB’s reporting requirements come from a single survey question (reprinted below) that does not require any of these basic characteristics. The draft report’s methodology appendix goes on to state that “agencies do not typically keep track of funds spent on CIO reporting requirements.” Further, we have found no evidence in GAO’s report that the lower-level staff who completed a number of these surveys are organizationally well-positioned and experienced enough to provide knowledgeable estimates of the cost of reporting requirements. For these reasons, we do not believe costs estimated in the report are reliable.

Using your best estimate, approximately how much does your agency spend (in terms of government and/or contract dollars) on an annual basis to meet the reporting requirement?
(Please note: Your response to this question will be aggregated and agencies will not be identified individually.)

- $1 - $99,999
- $100,000 - $299,999
- $300,000 - $1,000,000
- More than $1,000,000

The Objective to Solicit ‘CIOs’ Views’ Does Not Allow For Sufficient Contextual Framing

OMB appreciates GAO’s acknowledgement, both through the draft and prior GAO reports, that OMB’s IT reform efforts are key to improving the efficiency and effectiveness of Federal agency programs and operations. OMB also appreciates GAO’s acknowledgement that a critical component of ensuring effective management and oversight of these key IT reform initiatives is through agency reporting in response to OMB’s requirements and that such information is essential to the success of IT reform efforts. However, the draft report’s second objective, to “evaluate the extent to which OMB and agency CIOs use the required information to manage IT, including CIOs’ views on the utility of the requirements,” lacks contextual framing because it does not fully address the value of reporting requirements beyond agency CIOs’ use of the data. Moreover, framing the objective around CIOs’ opinions of such reports results in an incomplete discussion of the value of these requirements for other priorities and stakeholders.

At least nine of these reporting requirements help ensure the successful implementation of Federal law. Some of OMB’s legislative reporting requirements may surpass the minimum legal requirements; however, we are confident that the additional information collected is critical to ensure the successful implementation of the law and the successful management of Federal IT.

---

Additionally, at least 11 of the reporting requirements support Administration priorities, including IT-related Cross-Agency Priority (CAP) goals. These CAP goals have been implemented as part of the GPRA Modernization Act of 2011, which requires OMB to coordinate with agencies to establish outcome-oriented, cross-cutting Federal government goals, and to provide quarterly reports on the progress of these goals. The Federal CIO plays a significant leadership role in reaching the Cybersecurity, Open Data, and Smarter IT Delivery CAP goals, each of which involves reporting requirements to implement CAP goal initiatives and/or track progress. Although the draft report mentions the CAP goals, it does not provide essential context as to how the goals are related to reporting requirements. The reporting requirements and associated CAP goals are listed below:

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>CAP Goal Title</th>
<th>Goal Statement</th>
<th>Associated Reporting Requirements</th>
</tr>
</thead>
</table>
| Cybersecurity      | Improve awareness of security practices, vulnerabilities, and threats to the operating environment, by limiting access to only authorized users and implementing technologies and processes that reduce the risk from malicious activity. | • Cybersecurity performance improvements  
• Monthly IT security data feeds  
• IT security quarterly reporting  
• FISMA report  
• Trusted Internet Connections initiative |
| Open Data          | Fuel entrepreneurship and innovation, and improve government efficiency and effectiveness by unlocking the value of government data and adopting management approaches that promote interoperability and openness of data | • Open data policy enterprise inventory  
• Open data policy public data listing  
• Open data policy customer feedback process  
• Open data policy data publication process |
| Smarter IT Delivery | Eliminate barriers and create new incentives to enable the Federal Government to procure, build, and provide world-class, cost-effective IT delivery for its citizens | • Exhibit 53  
• Exhibit 300 |

CAP goals cover areas in which increased cross-agency collaboration is needed to improve progress towards shared, complex priorities reaching far beyond the scope of the priorities of individual Federal agencies. Given this complexity, assessing the usefulness of such efforts by referencing the opinions of CIOs or their staff in the context of reporting requirements does not adequately assess the value of the reporting requirements associated with these goals. Cybersecurity is critical in protecting Federal networks and the privacy of American citizens, Open Data has the potential to fuel innovation and unlock billions of dollars in economic benefits, and Smarter IT Delivery can transform the way government serves its citizens through digital services. Each of these objectives exists for a purpose beyond the interests of any one stakeholder or group.

3 See http://www.performance.gov/ for these reports and additional information on CAP goals.
4 http://www.mckinsey.com/insights/business_technology/open_data_unlocking_innovation_and_performance_with_liquid_information
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OMB Has Taken Steps to Solicit Feedback and Streamline Requirements Not Reflected In the Report

OMB greatly values agency feedback on our reporting requirements to support effective oversight and reform efforts and regularly solicits and incorporates feedback from CIOs and other agency officials to enhance the value of our reporting requirements. To this end, we hold open quarterly review sessions with agency officials about Integrated Data Collection (IDC) requirements. These feedback sessions have resulted in significant streamlining of our collection requirements, including the elimination of the commodity IT baseline update reporting requirement, which GAO cited as having “some to no usefulness and very great effort.” The draft report recognizes the elimination of this requirement; however, it does not acknowledge that the change resulted from agency feedback.

Another example of OMB engaging the CIO community to improve the value of agency reporting is the Federal Data Center Consolidation Initiative (FDCCI). To ensure that the reporting requirements related to FDCCI are capturing the data that agency CIOs feel is most important, the OMB-chaired CIO Council convenes a committee of agency officials, known as the FDCCI Task Force, to help develop the metrics and data collection requirements that best support the Administration goals of consolidating and optimizing data centers. As a result of feedback from the FDCCI Task Force, OMB has made significant changes to both its reporting requirements and strategic approach, illustrating both the value of the group’s contributions and OMB’s desire to work with agencies to achieve mutual goals. Although agency officials designed many of the metrics and reporting requirements themselves and agencies have reported that FDCCI has the potential to save them over $5 billion in saving over the next few years, GAO’s draft report states that agencies find “little to no” usefulness in the data center reporting requirement. These inconsistencies raise additional concerns for us regarding the survey results, as discussed above.

Finally, OMB’s annual Capital Planning and Investment Control (CPIC) guidance, which provides the reporting requirements for Exhibit 53 and Exhibit 300, undergoes an extensive interagency comment and vetting period prior to being issued. Additionally, for the last several years, the process of determining the extent to which reporting requirements should be added, modified, or removed has been led by an agency official assigned to OMB, often from a CIO Council committee.

Thank you again for providing OMB the opportunity to submit comments on the draft. Although we take no official position on the recommendations, we remain committed to continuously improving our data collection efforts and the usefulness of the information collected to a wide range of stakeholders. Despite our views on this particular report, we look forward to our continued partnership in enhancing the management of Federal IT and welcome the opportunity to further develop relationships with you and your dedicated staff.

Sincerely,

Tony Scott
U.S. Chief Information Officer
Office of Management and Budget

---
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